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See CENTRAL VALLEY HONEYBEE on PAGE 15

every hive in 
the nation.

Since a bee extinction scare that started around 
2006, there has been a rise in the attention for bee 
health and care. Notably, the tremendous market for 
pollination in the area helped the rise in beekeep-
ing. However, both contributed to the diversity of 
beekeeping operations in California and across 
the U.S. as many beekeepers travel cross country.
Beekeeping is a livestock management that requires 
a lot of movement cross country, specifically at night 
when the bees are asleep and sometimes across 
water to usually Hawaii. Beekeeping is also highly 
dependent on time, says Ryan Fachin, co-owner 
with his wife Melissa Fachin of Fachin Bees Honey, 
“If you end up seeing a problem, it’s because you 
didn’t fix an issue from two months ago.”
Prevention is an important aspect of all livestock 
managing operations. However, for bee manage-
ment, effects can be drastic. If a queen stops laying 
eggs or her health decreases enough to diminish her 
“brood” numbers or leave them subject to disease 
and mites like the Verroa mite, the colony is a few 
weeks away from being only an empty box. There 
are ways to treat disease, but none are universal. 
So, the most common preventative treatment is 
supplementation with food, an activity that seems 
to be more and more necessary and universal across 
beekeepers of the U.S. as native flora diminishes from 
drought, and winter freezes are harder to escape.
Similarly, Gabriel Giesick, sales director of UBees, 
a larger more nationally recognized beekeeping 
and bee brokering company, has noticed simi-
lar struggles and has created innovative solutions. 
This includes a Bluetooth sensor that measures 
temperature and humidity in each individual hive and 

The Central Valley Honeybee
By Audrey Hill, Feature Contributor, Valley Ag Voice

As many of us know, almonds are a major source 
of income for the Central Valley, and imperatively 
the Central Valley is one of the largest sources of 
almonds for the world. California alone produces 
around 80% of the world’s almonds, and the majority 
of those are produced here in the Central Valley. 
Like many other agriculture products, almonds 
require bees – or pollinators in general – to pollinate 
their crop each year. And given the sheer number of 
almonds the valley produces, the same amount of 
blooms will have been pollinated by a bee the year 
before. Because of this, California brings in about 2 
million bee colonies each year for almond pollination 
in February. A NASS statistical summary on honey 
bees from 2017 suggests that the nation has about 
1.9 million hives in residence, and many say that the 
California almond pollination event brings in almost 

The Fachin family tending hives in East Bakersfield, April 2020 
during the Orange Honey Flow. From left to right: Dominic 
Fachin, Kylee Fachin, Ryan Fachin, Melissa Fachin, Chloe 
Fachin, Lacey Fachin (Ryan Fachin)
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By Scott Hamilton 
President, Hamilton Resource Economics

SGMA, the Sustainable Groundwater Management 
Act, has lots of folks worried, and for good reason. The 
Water Blueprint for the San Joaquin Valley estimates 
the gap between sustainable supplies and sustainable 
demands to be approximately 3-million-acre feet per 
year in the San Joaquin Valley. The Water Blueprint 
for the San Joaquin Valley was formed to find collab-
orative solutions to this problem while minimizing 
adverse employment and income impacts in Valley 
communities and minimizing the loss of arguably See SUSTAINABLE WATER SUPPLIES on PAGE 3

some of the 
best agricul-
tural land in 

the world. If nothing is done, the economic impact, 
as estimated by Dr. David Sunding, an economics 
professor at U.C. Berkeley, is a loss in revenue of 
around $7 billion per year and 65,000 jobs in the 
Valley alone. The Blueprint’s work continues but the 
challenges are great. One of the greatest challenges 
is mustering political support for the endeavor. In 
August of this year, The Valley Ag Voice reported 
on the collaborative efforts of a group of more than 
60 organizations. That effort started with a Stanford 
University “uncommon dialogue” on September 21, 
2020 and has evolved into the San Joaquin Valley 
Water Collaborative Action Program or “CAP” for 
short. A draft CAP report highlighted the approach: 
“leaders from many interest groups have begun to 

Moving Towards Sustainable 
Water Supplies

By Jenifer VanAlstein 
Feature Contributor, Valley Ag Voice

A powerhouse volunteer steering committee has 
been gathering signatures as part of a grassroots 
ballot initiative that will hold California legislators 
accountable to the taxpayer. It is being called the 
Water Infrastructure Funding Act of 2022; but it’s 
not a bond, and it’s not a tax.
For over 50 years, Californians have passed water bonds 
with little to nothing to really show for it. Proponents 
of this initiative want to reprioritize money the state 
is already spending, money taxpayers are already 
paying. The Water Infrastructure Funding Act will 
dedicate 2% of the General Fund of every State Budget 
to water projects. That’s roughly $4 billion annually. 
This Constitutional Amendment, if passed, directs 
legislators to spend money according to taxpayer prior-

million signatures. They have written the language 
to include a clause that will protect the new law from 
legal challenges and included “build now” language 
requiring the administrative and judicial process to be 
streamlined. This will not limit environment reviews, 
but it will prohibit environmental groups from delaying 
projects and tying them up in court (which seems to 
be their go-to move). It will require mandatory annual 
audits of entities that receive funding from the state. 
The best part is that this initiative was written by 
water and law experts, not politicians.

California receives plenty of water from Mother 
Nature to sustain our every need. But we have not 
captured anywhere near what we could. For instance, 
we received 7.6 trillion gallons of water in the last 
storm but lacked the infrastructure and the laws to 
capture the rain. That’s enough water for 233 million 
people for a year.

“This will be a gift to the people of California: water 
abundance and a sustainable water supply,” said 

Kristi Diener, member of the steering committee 
and Executive Director of The CA Water for Food 
and People Movement. “It’s a water supply solution 
unlike we’ve ever seen before that benefits all water 
users: families, farmers, and fish. This will finally end 
California’s water wars.”
The CA Water for Food and People Movement is 
a Facebook group that started as an effort to clear 
up misinformation about agriculture and water use. 

See PERMANENT WATER FUNDING on PAGE 3

Depleted San Luis Reservoir, October 9, 2021 (The CA Water for 
Food and People Movement)

ities. It is evident, based on 
California voting history, 
that voters prioritize water. 

Recent polling shows that 70% of voters currently 
would approve this measure. It is also written into 
the draft initiative that sites, Temperance Flat, and 
other water storage projects already approved through 
Prop 1 by the California Water Commission, will be 
prioritized to receive 100% funding. If approved, 5 
million-acre-feet of new water will be delivered to 
cities and farms every year. That’s enough for 50 
million people.
Once the state has a dedicated fund for water projects, 
we will have water abundance. Future projects with this 
funding include dams, desalination projects, potable 
reuse, underground storage, and water recycling. 
Future funding will also replace lead pipes in schools 
and aged sewage infrastructure. This will right the 
wrongs of the 2014 bond.
The committee behind this effort are currently 
gathering signatures to qualify the initiative for the 
November 2022 ballot. The goal is to collect 1.5 

New Initiative Seeks Permanent Water Funding 
Solutions for California
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but unfortunately pesticide usage is also becoming a 
hot topic with the Department of Pesticide (DPR) now 
moving forward in the development of a statewide 
notification system. The governor and the legislation 
allocated $10 million dollars in the budget to accom-
modate the development and thus DPR held its first 
public workshop to provide input. To assist you in 
understanding where this process is going, please go to 
this site: CDPR.CA.gov/Docs/PressRls/2021/102721.
htm. There you will find information on a focus group 
summary that several farmers and CA Farm Bureau 
participated in along with the slide presentation that 
was used at the workshops. Monterey County devel-

oped a notification system several years ago and 
unfortunately found out that advocates who want 
to stop the use of pesticides are using the notification 
system to attempt to stop legal applications. This 
is a topic that will continue into 2022, and, again, 
engagement is stressed.
As you can see the fun is now beginning and I encour-
age your engagement. As I have said before, if you 
are not at the table then you are on the menu.
The month of December should not just be about 
the above times but more importantly about why 
this month is the most special month of all. I wish 
you and your family a heartfelt Merry Christmas!

If you are a landowner, your engagement is vital 
to the success of SGMA in the Kern subbasin. To 
assist in the engagement, the Kern GSAs developed 
a data management system (DMS) that provides 
water level information for the entire basin. (To 
access the DMS, go to the Kern Groundwater 
Authority website (KernGWA.com) and the DMS 
link is located on the home page, halfway down the 
page look under the header of Important Notices 
& Upcoming Events.) There is also a guest access 
instruction manual listed as well to assist you. If 
you need any assistance on the site, please don’t 
hesitate to contact me at 661-479-7171. The DMS 
map viewer shows all the monitoring wells under 
SGMA as well as providing hydrographs to assist in 
understanding the water levels and how they relate 
to the minimum thresholds (not to exceed level). This 
should assist you in understanding water levels around 
your property. There will be additional information 
added to the DMS such as water quality during the 
month of December.
Another tool that was just released is OpenET. 
The website for this tool is Explore.ETData.org/
Auth#12/35.1577/-118.9143. This tool was developed 
using satellite data from NASA and covers all the 
western states. Currently, I am working with local 
farmers and landowners in ground truthing the data 
because it is important to have this as accurate as 
possible. I believe that if we don’t validate the data 
and stay silent on it, the data will be used in establish-
ing water usage numbers going forward. As SGMA 
continues through the implementation phase from 
now to 2040 and beyond, having accurate water 
consumption usage is vital to be able to substantiate 
sustainability. In SGMA, the water checkbook has 
two columns, water demand (consumption use) and 
water supply using water levels to provide current 
status on the balance of the checkbook. I recommend 
that you explore the OpenET tool and investigate 
its accuracy on your property. Then, please engage 
with the Kern County Farm Bureau and your water 
district to advise of your findings.
The above information pertains to SGMA and water 

By Patty Poire 
President, Kern 
County Farm Bureau

Here we are in Decem-
ber already with a new 
year just around the 

corner and the “fun” is now just beginning.
The Kern County Subbasin submitted the required 
Groundwater Sustainability Plans (GSP) to the 
Department of Water Resources (DWR) back on 
January 31, 2020, and under the statute DWR has 
two years to review and provide a decision on the 
GSPs. As the point of contact for the Kern County 
Subbasin under the Sustainability Groundwater 
Management Act (SGMA), I am expecting to receive 
an informal comment review letter from DWR 
this December that will provide an insight into 
their review of the GSPs. This should provide an 
opportunity to understand their interpretation of 
the GSPs and for the Groundwater Sustainability 
Agencies (GSAs) to begin the task of working through 
DWR’s interpretation and concerns. This means 
that the Kern Subbasin is getting closer to having 
a final decision on the submitted GSPs on January 
31, 2022. Once we receive the final decision and if 
the decision is an incomplete, the Kern subbasin 
will have 180 days to provide additional informa-
tion to support the submitted GSPs. If the decision 
is inadequate, then the Kern Subbasin begins the 
process of dealing with the State Water Board in the 
process called “probationary” and this is not where 
we want to go. And the best decision is approved 
with recommendations which would mean that in 
the next update in 2025, the Kern subbasin would 
need to provide information on the recommended 
items. As you see, an approval or incomplete are the 
two decisions that will allow the Kern subbasin to 
maintain the “local control” that is the foundation 
of SGMA. As this unfolds, I will be keeping the 
agricultural industry informed through the e-blasts 
that go out and through the Farm Bureau meetings.

President’s Message

Young Farmers 
& Ranchers

By Allie Cushnyr 
Chair, Kern County 
Young Farmers 
& Ranchers

I would like to congrat-
ulate our newly elected 
2022 Kern County 
Young Farmers & 

Ranchers team who will be leading the way next 
year. The new Chair will be Tim Collins, Vice 
Chair is Katie Verhoef, Secretary is Emily Lopez, 
Treasurer is Amy Mebane, Activities Coordinator 
is Kelley Higgins, and Social Media Coordinator 
is Christine Johnston. As I step down from Chair, 
I will stay on as Past Chair in 2022 to help with the 
transition and provide any assistance they may need. 
I am confident that this group will do a great job 
and many of them are already brainstorming about 
future meetings, socials, and opportunities to give 
back to the community. If you are trying to figure 

out how to get more involved in the ag community, 
this group is the ticket.

My own YF&R journey began in 2015 when I helped 
at the 1st Annual Charity Farmer’s Market. I loved the 
community of young people in ag getting together for 
behind-the-scenes tours of local facilities and listen-
ing to speakers from different areas of the industry. 
In November of 2016 I was elected as the Secretary 
which was a role I held for 2 years. My goal as Secretary 
was to provide members with emails that would give 
them the time necessary to plan to attend meetings. 
We began using a platform to streamline our emails, 
set up an email template, and manage the contact list, 
which also made it easy for members to subscribe or 
unsubscribe. My time as Secretary was followed by 2 
years in the Vice Chair role where you do pretty much 
anything and everything the group needs. I loved being 
able to lead this group in 2021 as the Chair, where we 
transitioned back from virtual meetings to in person 
meetings. The 1st Annual Clay Shoot was established 
in 2021, the Annual Charity Farmer’s Market showed 
back up at Farm Credit West, and we were able to 
support Kern County Farm Bureau events throughout 
the year too. Socials brought people together in 2021, 
and we look forward to finishing out the year with one 
last event in December.

We hope to see our Kern County Young Farmers 
& Ranchers at our Christmas Party on December 
11th at Firehouse on White Lane! Dinner, dessert, 
pool tables, bowling, an ugly sweater contest, and a 
gift exchange are just a few things to look forward 
to. We ask that if you would like to be a part of the 
gift exchange, please bring a wrapped gift with you 
that is around $25. Also, a prize will be given to the 
best ugly sweater worn to the party. We do ask that 
anyone who plans to attend, please RSVP to Kern 
YF&R by December 3rd via email at KernYFR@
KernCFB.com.

As always, I want to share that being a part of the 
Kern County Young Farmers and Ranchers group 
comes at no cost, and we welcome everyone between 
18-35 years old. This is a great group to be a part of 
to give back to the community, network with other 
professionals, and have a good time with friends. If 
you would like to jump on our email list to receive 
information about upcoming events, please reach 
out to us. We are also active on both Facebook and 
Instagram.

Email: KernYFR@KernCFB.com
Instagram: @Kern YFR
Facebook: KernYoungFarmersAndRanchers
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Executive Director’s 
Report
By Romeo Agbalog, 
Executive Director, Kern 
County Farm Bureau

We’re all familiar with the lyrics of the classic Christ-
mas song, “Santa Claus is Comin’ to Town” (Coots 
and Gillespie, 1934). Whichever rendition you prefer 
whether Bing Crosby, Mariah Carey, Sinatra, or 
Springsteen, the verse each vocalist emphasizes that 
stokes enthusiasm and anticipation in both young 
and old announcing the Christmas holiday and the 
near arrival of gifts and festivities is, “Santa Claus 
is coming to town.” But nowhere in the melody 
and lyrics is the question asked: But what if Santa 
Claus is late?
Now there is no need to panic, most certainly Christ-
mas will be celebrated on December 25th, as it 
always has, but the part about the arrival of gifts 
is what I am referring to. Just what if that special 
gift or item you have been behaving for all year 
is stuck at one of the world’s ports? The ports are 
like the modern-day North Pole filled with goods 
and products set to traverse the oceans en route 
to consumers, both naughty and nice, spread out 
across the globe. Farmers and ranchers too rely on 

this modern-day North Pole and the supply chain 
that moves produce, fabric, and other commodities 
to consumers around the world.
So why the delays? Well, there are a number of kinks 
in the supply chain that have resulted in massive 
delays and skyrocketing prices. These issues, on top 
of being in peak shipping season include weather 
conditions, labor shortages, lack of empty shipping 
containers, congested ports, and terminals, lagging 
inventory, and the residual effects of the COVID-19 
pandemic. Plus, new restrictions have all contributed 
to slowing the supply chain to a near halt and cost 
increases affecting farmers. Further, the inability 
to export commodities has saturated the domestic 
market affecting prices.
To reference another holiday classic with a verse 
that says, “all I want for Christmas,” at this point 
“all I want for Christmas” is a fix to the kinks in 
the supply chain (Carey and Afanasieff, 1994). The 
fixes do not even have to come through by way of 
the modern North Pole, nor do they have to be 
delivered by Santa. They could however come 
from the legislature, the governor, and the federal 
administration. Now, if only the fixes could, like 
Santa, arrive on time.

Santa Claus Is Comin’ to Town... 
But Will He Be on Time?
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Rewind 98.1 FM is your source for Daily AG news!
From 4am-6am you can listen to daily Market report updates 

from our “Market Line” and the award-winning
“Line on Agriculture report”. Rick Worthington can catch you up 

on daily Cattle and Dairy info with the “Farm & Ranch report”.

DAILY AG NEWS

Join us Monday-Friday 4am-6am for the valley’s largest
AG radio programs only on Rewind 98.1 FM

RENEGADE ROUND-UP
Bakersfield College’s Agriculture and Career 
Education Departments are Working Together 
to Prepare Students for 
the Agriculture Industry

resulted in partnerships with several prominent 
heavy equipment companies in Kern County that 
provided placement sites for students that following 
spring semester. Since the launch of the new program, 
approximately 85% of the students who completed 
work experience received offers of employment from 
their placement site or shortly after graduating from 
employers within the industry. Students majoring in 
other subjects such as, Plant Science or Veterinary 
Technician have gone through the internship program 
to receive course credit and work experience that have 
resulted in new skills attainment as well as employment 
offers directly after completing their required hours.

It is through collaboration of CE staff, faculty, and 
industry that these partnerships yield successful student 
outcomes of education, workers, and contributions 
to boosting our economy. For that reason, CE is 
committed to continue to grow the department and 
services that are provided to students and employ-
ers. With the implementation of the online platform 
Jobspeaker, it is now easier than ever to bridge the gap 
between education and employment. In just the last 
three months approximately 1,200 applications were 
submitted in Jobspeaker by students looking to gain 
part-time and full-time employment. Jobspeaker is a 
free service for both students and employers and it is 
instrumental in helping with job search and recruiting 
needs. Employers can utilize Jobspeaker to directly 
reach over 10,500 of our students and Alumni for all 
their recruitment needs by posting jobs, internships, 
and recruiting events. 

Whether you are looking to fill one position or several, 
or creating internships with your company, the CE 
staff is ready to assist you through the process. You can 
reach out to Job Development Specialist, Domenica 
Trinidad at, Domenica.Trinidad@BakersfieldCollege.
edu or CE Director, Stephanie Baltazar at, Stepha-
nie.Baltazar@BakersfieldCollege.edu for specialized 
assistance in connecting you to your future workforce.

By Domenica Trinidad 
Job Development 
Specialist, BC

Bakersfield College has a 
great Career Education 
(CE) department that helps 
prepare students for a wide 
range of high-wage, high 

skill, and high-demand careers. Bakersfield College 
recognizes that CE is at the forefront of preparing 
students to succeed in fast-growing, high-growth 
industries around the country. The CE department 
provides students with a variety of services and oppor-
tunities to prepare them for immediate employment 
in the industries related to their major. Agriculture 
is a major industry in Kern County, and Bakersfield 
College CE department now offers a variety of local 
degrees, transfer degrees, and certificates to help 
keep up with the high demand of skilled workers in 
the industry. Students in the agriculture pathway 
are provided a pathway coach team that includes, 
counselors, educational advisors, and job development 
specialist that will guide students along the way to 
help them stay on track with their educational and 
more importantly with their career goals.
The CE department along with faculty in the agri-
culture department work together to prepare students 
for the workforce and connect students with industry 
employers by hosting career fairs, grand opening for 
new programs, career readiness workshops, webinars, 
and internship opportunities. Events like our annual 
Agriculture Career Expo and the Mechanized Agri-
culture Grand Opening help introduced programs 
to current students and high school students while 
promoting industry involvement. The grand open-
ing in 2018 of the Mechanized Agriculture program 

and list of bipartisan support, go to MoreWaterNow.
com. Click on “volunteer” to find a place where 
you can sign the petition, donate, or contribute by 
volunteering to collect signatures. Information can 
also be found on Twitter and Facebook by searching 
“More Water Now.”

This is a simple, common-sense solution that almost 
sounds too easy to fix a decades-old problem. Government 
budgets are full of dedicated funds. If passed, this 
will show that Californians have decided dedicating 
funding to a sustainable water supply is a priority.

Diener’s goal was to be 
a voice for farmers and 
fight for their social license 

to operate. Starting in 2015, the group aimed at 
bringing all water factions together: various coalitions, 
farm bureaus, etc. so information about water and 
agriculture is consistent.
For more information on the ballot initiative including 
the full text, synopsis from the Legislative Analyst Office, 

Permanent Water
Funding
Continued from PAGE 1

Valley residents
•  implementation of an environmental vision with 

strategic restoration of floodplains and ecosystems
• logical transition of land use to achieve groundwater 

sustainability and consistent local, state, and federal 
policies to achieve these outcomes.

These same outcomes are desired by the Water 
Blueprint.
More than 70 entities now participate in the CAP. 
Most of the work is done by a planning committee 
of 20 members. Not all had the same understand-
ing of water issues or of the objectives of the other 
participants. An important part of the early CAP 
work was to build trust between participants and to 
develop a common understanding of the problem. A 
few important realizations emerged. First, as noted 
earlier, the daunting demand-supply gap is in the order 
of 3-million-acre feet. That is a staggering number. 
To put it in perspective, the State Water Project, 
which serves customers from the Feather River to 
San Diego, has contracts for 4-million-acre feet, but 
on average delivers only around 2.25-million-acre 
feet. Second, the gap is not derived only from the 
needs of agriculture. New environmental demands 
comprise about 1-million-acre feet of the gap. 
Third, maximizing use of local supplies, including 
local flood water, reclamation, and recycling, won’t 
come close to closing the gap. The most optimistic 
estimates have those sources providing no more than 
600,000-acre feet.
To begin to identify solutions, the CAP planning 
group was organized into five work groups to develop a 
plan to accomplish each of the desired outcomes. The 
solutions identified to date are at a high level. That 
is, they identify an approach or a direction without 
providing specifics. Development of those specifics 
is planned for the second phase of CAP, scheduled 
to begin in March of 2022. By way of example, 
the solution set for eliminating the demand-supply 
gap include increased on-farm recharge, increased 
multi-benefit recharge projects, exploring water trad-
ing and exchange opportunities, phased reduction in 
agricultural demand through voluntary sales of land 
from willing sellers at agreeable prices, coordinated 
management of surface and groundwater resources, 
repair of existing infrastructure and construction of 
new infrastructure, and increased recharge of flood 
water, including potentially floodwater from the Delta 
if the water can be diverted without harming the 
Delta ecosystem. Solution sets were also developed 
for water supplies for disadvantaged communities 
and the environment.
The CAP has come a long way in its first year. It has 
engaged a diverse group of stakeholders to solve a 
common problem. It has brought understanding to 
difficult issues and increased trust between strangers. 
It has identified problems and approaches to solutions 
that people can agree on. It is managed by seasoned 
professionals who know what they are doing, the diffi-
culty of the challenge, and the consequences of failure. 
The chance of ultimate success is still anyone’s guess. 
But, as Steve Jobs once said, the world is changed by 
people crazy enough to think they can.

come together to engage in 
water management issues 
in the Valley – leaders 

who are more interested in working with each other 
than in fighting each other, and developing durable 
solutions as opposed to ones that are short-term and 
unsustainable.” With the passing of its first birthday, 
it is appropriate to ask what has CAP achieved?
CAP’s first major undertaking was to define the 
problem. CAP is comprised of five caucuses: farmers, 
water districts, environmentalists, local government 
and disadvantaged communities. Each described the 
problems and challenges as they saw them, and these 
were combined into a single document. While a set of 
diverse issues were raised there was, not surprisingly, 
a common theme – everyone needed a more reliable 
supply of water. Under that umbrella, the problems 
varied between caucuses:
• the magnitude of the gap between supply and 

demand is daunting
• many residents don’t have access to safe, reliable, 

and affordable drinking water
• a substantial loss of functional habitat
• and existing infrastructure is inadequate to solve 

the problem.
The recognition of those problems led to a set of 
desired outcomes for the CAP:
• sustainable water supplies for farms, communities, 

and ecosystems
•  safe, reliable, affordable drinking water for all 

Sustainable Water
Supplies
Continued from PAGE 1

Potential solutions, identified by CAP, to the water shortages in 
the San Joaquin Valley include expanded groundwater recharge 
and new infrastructure (Water Blueprint CA)
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(661) 327-9604
WesternNutrientsCorp.com

Helping You Grow Green with  
Proven Specialty Ag Nutrients! 

Talk to our local experts.

• 10% Zinc Chelated with Amino, Citric and Organic Acids
• Increase your Zinc uptake and eliminate phosphorous 

tie up in the soil
• A more efficient way to handle Fall Zinc needs on 

deciduous trees

Formulated to give deciduous trees a zinc boost 
before dormancy and also help drop the leaves. 
The added benefits of nitrogen and liquid humus 
promotes microbial activity to increase organic 
matter breakdown.

HUMIPLEX®

FALL ZINC SPRAY

Western Nutrients 
Humiplex
Fall Zinc Spray + 10-34-0

Chelated Zinc is available for
Uptake in the soil

Conventional
Zinc Sulfate + 10-34-0

Zinc binds with Phosphate, 
both are tied up and 
unavailable

This is a representation of what happens in the soil when Zinc sulfate 
comes in contact with available Phosphate. Both become insolvable and 
are unavailable to the plant.

• Lower cost per acre
• 10 times more efficient than sulfate
• Increase ZINC uptake
• Zinc will not tie up with phosphorous in the soil
• Promotes microbial activity
• Less handling

BENEFITS FOR YOUR PROGRAM

2021 Recap: Hemp and Cannabis Look Ahead 
to the Future

By Geoffrey Taylor, MA 
Hemp Contributor, 
Valley Ag Voice

It has been a whirlwind 
year across the Hemp 
and Cannabis indus-
tries in California and 
with so much progress 
made in 2021, it is critical 

for operators to reflect on the successes of this year 
while preparing for the road ahead into 2022. From 
record-low flower prices in the Cannabis sector to 
increased regulation on the Hemp industry, changes 
across each industry have charted a path forward to 
a new way of operating in the years ahead. While all 
the changes across both industries drive operators to 
strategize for the future, the regulatory changes have 
helped to chart the path forward for both Hemp and 
Cannabis in the Golden State.
Reflecting on the variety of legislative and regulatory 
changes that took place over the course of 2021 and 
the growth and expansion of California’s Hemp 
and Cannabis industries as a result, one can safely 
assume the marketplace will continue to grow well 
into 2022 and beyond. One major development 
moving forward into 2022 will be the addition of 
cannabis to competitive categories at the California 

Delta-8 and Delta-10 THC, THC-P and THC-O 
are exempt from federal enforcement as they are not 
named within the guiding regulations.
In contrast to the growing social and cultural accep-
tance of cannabis and hemp as having legitimate 
applications for medical and recreational usage, 
California cannabis producers experienced a record 
production year that resulted in a market crash for 
cannabis flower prices, resulting in many smaller 
or craft-focused sun grown flower growers to close 
shop. As many producers were faced with challenges 
associated with a price drop, an August 2021 lawsuit 
filed by Elliot Lewis, the CEO of Catalyst Cannabis 
Company in Long Beach, California, alleges the 
state’s regulatory system has allowed so-called licensed 
“burner distribution” operations to funnel immense 
amounts of this flower out of state by diverting the 
product away from the state’s track-and-trace Metrc 
database system that provides an accountability 
mechanism for all legally produced cannabis products 
from seed-to-sale. This alleged abuse of the state’s 
regulatory system, tracking database and licensing 
structure have allowed untold tons of legally Cali-
fornia-grown flower to move beyond state borders, 
providing many struggling producers with a mech-
anism to stay afloat in the face of difficult times in 
the cultivation sector.
“These producers aren’t necessarily abusing the 
system just to make a quick buck, for most of them, 
it’s a matter of survival due to the burdens of heavy 
taxation and low legal market prices,” said Meyers. 

“They’re using these provisional licenses to move 
massive amounts of product off the system and out 
of state as a way to stay afloat in hopes that next 
year will be different. The only real way to fix this 
is to place a moratorium on future legal cultivation 
licenses and tighten up the reconciliation process 
within Metrc.”
No matter what 2022 holds for both the Hemp and 
Cannabis sectors, one thing is clear: 2021 was a 
whirlwind year of new regulatory changes, market 
ups-and-downs, growth and change in each respective 
industry and most importantly, a year for growing 
social and cultural acceptance of the plant in both 
hemp and cannabis forms. As 2022 is right around 
the corner, keep your eyes peeled for yet another 
exciting year for producers across the state.

Facilities like this licensed California cannabis cultivation oper-
ation have seen immense changes in market conditions over 
the course of 2021 (Geoffrey Taylor)

State Fair in Sacramento, like jellies, crafts, olive oil 
and photography, signaling a shift in the sociocul-
tural acceptance of cannabis as a major agricultural 
commodity in the Golden State.
“With cannabis being added to statewide compet-
itive categories at the California State Fair, we can 
see the importance that this crop holds to the state’s 
robust agricultural industry,” said Evan Meyers, a 
Humboldt County-based cannabis cultivator. “It’s 
almost unheard of to think that this category will be an 
exciting new attraction at a statewide event like this.”
For Hemp producers, manufacturers and retailers, 
2022 holds significant promise after the passage of 
AB 45 in October 2021, allowing the regulated sale of 
hemp-derived CBD products in food and beverage, a 
significant hurdle that posed immense challenges for 
many producers in the food, beverage and cosmetic 
CBD product marketplace.
In addition to this regulatory shift at the state level, a 
recent series of responses to state regulators issued in 
November 2021 by the United States Drug Enforce-
ment Agency, or DEA, signal a growing acceptance 
of hemp-derived cannabinoid isomers as exempt from 
enforcement efforts by the agency. The agency states 
that the only controlled substance regulated specifi-
cally under the 2018 Farm Bill, which expanded the 
national hemp production footprint by exponential 
numbers, is Delta-9 THC in concentrations lower than 
0.3 percent when using laboratory analyses, therefore 
isomerized cannabinoids such as Hemp-derived 
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out the other end of the processing bottleneck as beef, 
they can slap on a “Product of USA” label. A solution 
to this problem would be to have accurate country of 
origin labels (COOL) on beef and let the customers 
decide through their purchases which nationalities 
of cattle get priority for that shackle space, and thus 
get a price leverage advantage.
To no one’s surprise, the packers have opposed COOL 
because they have enjoyed the leverage advantage and 
enjoyed the profits that mislabeling foreign cattle as 
“Product of USA” has provided. When you see origin 
labels on everything from plastic toys to vegetables, 
but not beef, you realize the power of the packer 
lobby. From my travels and discussions, I found that 
it is almost impossible to find a consumer that doesn’t 
support COOL. The folks you will find that oppose 
COOL are almost exclusively people that are cattle 
importers, beef importers, or people that have been 
paid or convinced to speak on their behalf. Oppo-
nents of COOL often try to shift the conversation to 
make folks think that COOL is somehow an import 
ban. COOL is accurate labeling—not an import ban, 
not an import quota, not even a tariff.
The United States cattle rancher has a storied history 
of independence and devotion to the quality of our 
production. Our story is one that deserves telling as 
we produce the best quality and safest beef in the 
world. Consumers are wanting to know more and 
more all the time about where their food comes from. 
It is time to let them know. The “Product of USA” 
label is something that we work hard for, and when 
it comes to beef, that label should belong exclusively 
the American cattle rancher. I think it is important 
for folks to let their congressman know about the 
importance of this issue. When it comes to prioritizing 
limited shackle space in the packing industry, “the 
customer is always right” should take effect. Let the 
customer choose which nationality of beef gets priority 
based off their purchase of accurately labeled beef.

By Austin Snedden 
Ranching Contributor, 
Valley Ag Voice

“The customer is always 
right” is an age old saying 
taught in business classes 
for years. Everyone knows 
that the customer is not 

always right, and this is based purely on the fact that 
all consumers have purchased something that they 
regretted. However, the concept of the saying is inher-
ently true from the seller’s perspective as businesses 
must satisfy the customer in order to make a sale. 
Currently, customers are facing the highest prices for 
beef they have ever seen, while at the same time cattle 
producers are receiving the lowest percentage of the 
beef dollar to date. There are multiple factors that 
contribute to this leverage disparity, but most would 
agree that the industry faces a processing bottleneck. 
Packer consolidation has resulted in fewer packing 
plants. Inadequate shackle space in the packing 
sector has created a backlog of cattle in the feeding 
sector and the associated loss of price leverage. No 
one single fix is going to cure the leverage problem 
the cattle industry faces, but we can make steps that 
will make a difference. One solution is based on the 
concept that “the customer is always right”— let’s let 
the consumer prioritize what fills that shackle space 
through their purchases.
Based on USDA data, the United States imported 2.1 
million cattle from Canada and Mexico in 2020. This 
is on par with the average going back for multiple years. 
These imported cattle end up jockeying for position 
against U.S. raised cattle to find shackle space when 
they are ready for harvest. When these cattle come 
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Agreement Reached on Cattle Market 
Reform Legislation • Mandates that regional mandatory minimums 

proposed by USDA be not less than the current 
18-month average for each region except in the case 
a region’s mandatory minimum exceeds 3 times 
that of the lowest regional mandatory minimum.

• To ensure that no region disproportionately shoulders 
the responsibility of price discovery, this legislation 
prohibits any region’s mandatory minimum from 
being 3 times that of the lowest region’s mandatory 
minimum.

• Requires a cost benefit analysis after 2 years to 
ensure the program is working as intended.

USCA Region VII (Nebraska & Iowa) Director Lee 
Reichmuth issued the following statement:

“The Cattle Price Discovery and Transparency Act 
will deliver on its promise to restore robust price 
discovery and provide market participants with the 
information they need to make savvy marketing deci-
sions. It also mandates that every packer required to 
report to USDA AMS is also required to participate 
in the cash market each week.

“We commend Senators Fischer, Grassley, Tester, and 
Wyden for coming together on a bipartisan solution 
that has broad support from both lawmakers and 
producer groups. Reforming the cattle marketplace 
to drive transparency and true price discovery is a 
core tenet of how we can strengthen the U.S. cattle 
producer’s bottom line, and we look forward to working 
with Members of the Senate and House Agriculture 
Committees to quickly advance this bill.”

Press Release Provided by United States Cattlemen’s Association
On November 9th, U.S. Senators Chuck Grassley 
(R-IA), Deb Fischer (R-NE), Jon Tester (D-MT), 
and Ron Wyden (D-OR) introduced the Cattle Price 
Discovery and Transparency Act.
Specifically, this legislation accomplishes the following:
• Requires the Secretary of Agriculture, in consulta-

tion with the USDA Chief Economist, to establish 
mandatory levels of negotiated cash and negotiated 
grid trade for each USDA AMS designated cattle 
region, seek public comment on those levels, then 
implement. Under this new program, covered pack-
ers—on a plant by plant basis—will be required 
to procure a certain amount of cattle from the 
cash market.

• Allows USDA to periodically modify regional mini-
mums after a public notice and comment period.

Black Angus cattle (J. Andrew Patronik / Shutterstock)
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Farmers Hit by Catalytic Converter Thefts
By Christine Souza, 
Assistant Editor, Ag Alert

Reprinted with Permission 
from California Farm Bureau 
Federation
There aren't many things 
that can throw a farmer 
or rancher off stride. But 
messing with their pickup 

can seriously disrupt their life and work.
This is what happened to Merced County hay grower 
John McLaughlin. A thief stole his truck, which was 
packed with equipment and tools, and also ripped off 
vehicle components increasingly prized by criminals.
"They stole catalytic converters," said McLaughlin, 
who also operates a custom harvesting business. 
"They stole a portable hydraulic pump out of the 
back, a high-lift jack and spare tire, two-way radios 
and a handful of tools."
McLaughlin's ride was later recovered. But he said, 
"The overall loss is probably a $10,000 ordeal, not 
to mention the downtime to make numerous stops 
from an exhaust shop to a body shop, to shopping 
for the parts."
The theft of catalytic converters, an integral part of a 
vehicle's exhaust system, is on the rise and a growing 
problem statewide, among other property crimes 
impacting farmers and ranchers, authorities say.
"Right now, our big issue is catalytic converters," 
said Detective Chris Sziraki of the Merced County 
Sheriff's Office Rural Crimes Task Force. In October 
alone, at least 176 were reported stolen in the county.
The catalytic converters and equipment weren't the 
only items stolen from McLaughlin. He also lost 
valuable time for harvesting and making a living.
"If we have one rig down or something's been ripped 
off, it just puts us behind, and we have to work longer 
hours to get the job finished," he said.
Sziraki said what catalytic converter thieves are 
looking for are the precious metals inside, such as 
platinum that they're coring out and selling to recy-
clers for cash.
State law requires that recyclers hold catalytic convert-
ers for at least three days. They must maintain records 
for two years, and those selling to recyclers must 
provide a California driver's license or photo ID, 
and a signature, Sziraki explained. Despite these 
requirements, he said, it is often difficult to connect 
a converter back to the owner unless it is marked, 

an arrest, whereas the district attorney's office has 
to operate under without a reasonable doubt, and 
so proving some of these property crimes is getting 
harder and harder to do with the legislation that's 
in place in the state of California."
With prosecutions unreliable, farmers are being 
extra vigilant to guard against the thefts. They're 
communicating with each other to be watchful about 
anything suspicious.
Hilmar dairy farm manager Steve Belo, who 
co-founded Hilmar Farm Watch, a neighborhood 
watch program that now has 6,400 followers on Face-
book, said rural crime has picked up. A few weeks 
ago, the group posted a reminder for the commu-
nity: "Thieves are hitting our area every night. Bolt 
it down, lock it down, weld it, do whatever it takes 
to protect your farm."
"There was like a two-week period where it was 
almost like every other day of people stealing things," 
Belo said. "We've been victims of theft I don't know 
how many times, including tractors or copper. I've 
made dozens of reports for my own farm and my 
boss' farm. It's just crazy."
Belo also noted the frustration by affected farmers, 
adding, "Nothing is really happening to these crim-
inals; they just get a slap on the wrist. The cops can't 
do anything. Their hands are tied." He said all they 
can do until something changes is to keep looking 
after one another.
"We are always looking out for each other," Belo said, 
"to see if we see anything suspicious."

judiciary, and nothing is done. We catch the suspects 
and they're not even filing on them," Warnke said. 
"We've got to do something that's different, because 
it's not working the way it is right now."
Merced County District Attorney Kimberly Lewis 
said she understands the frustration.
"We're doing everything we can to prosecute these 
cases fully. We've devoted deep attention to agri-
cultural crimes, but it's frustrating to folks when the 
person who got arrested is walking around their 
neighborhood just a week or a day later," Lewis said.
One issue, she said, is the Legislature is focused on 
violent crime, and property crimes are no longer 
treated as seriously under the state penal code.
"At this point, (property crimes) no longer gener-
ate a local prison sentence, which means that if an 
individual is found guilty of a felony and if they are 
sentenced to prison, they'll go to the county jail," 
Lewis said. "The normal procedure for property 
crimes is for the individual to be released through 
the sheriff's supervised release program or released 
on their own recognizance."
Detective Don Stuhmer of the San Joaquin County 
Sheriff's Office Agricultural Crimes Unit said pros-
ecuting crimes has been a continuous issue.
"Each district attorney has different guidance as far 
as what they're telling their prosecutors to go after," 
said Stuhmer, president of the California Rural 
Crime Prevention Task Force. "As law enforcement, 
we operate under the guise of probable cause to make 

Merced County hay farmer John McLaughlin, at right, discusses rural crime impacts to his farm and custom-harvest operation with 
Merced County Sheriff Vernon Warnke. McLaughlin’s pickup, which was later recovered, was stripped of its catalytic converters and 
other equipment and tools, costing him about $10,000 in losses. (Christine Souza)

such as with a vehicle identification number.
Mike Hausmann, owner of Mike's Radiator & Muffler 
in Merced, calls the converter thefts "an epidemic."
The majority of the work happening at his shop, he 
said, is repairing vehicle damage caused by thieves 
going after the metals inside the converters.
"Catalytic converter thefts are the new copper wire 
(theft). They found out that they can get a soft target 
and can cut this converter off in 3 to 10 minutes and 
be gone and make anywhere from $50 to $500," 
Hausmann said, noting that repair costs range from 
$600 to $3,000. "I just feel so sorry for these (affected) 
people. I have put more stolen converters on in the 
last year and a half than I have in 43 years of being 
in business."
Sziraki pointed out that when suspects are taken into 
custody and held accountable, "this is when farmers 
see a reduction in the incidences of thefts happening 
on their farms. It reduces it tremendously."
But this is not happening, McLaughlin said, adding, 
"Once thieves are cited for these property crimes, 
they go back and do the same thing that afternoon, 
which is pretty sad."
Merced County Sheriff Vernon Warnke said, "We've 
just got all kinds of issues going on that just seem 
to be nonstop." He said perpetrators are identified 
and arrested, but district attorneys too often fail to 
prosecute.
"It falls apart after law enforcement is involved and 
gets to where it goes to the district attorney and 
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Citrus Growers Brave Heat, Smaller 
Fruit and Yields similar in terms of volume—it's the back two-thirds, 

and especially the final third of this crop, is where we'll 
see the real lighter crop settle in," Davis said.
California citrus farmers could use a break, particularly 
after an internal grower survey conducted earlier in 
the fall by California Citrus Mutual found soaring 
costs for growers, especially for water and shipping, on 
account of the drought and the COVID-19 pandemic.
The survey found that the spot market for surface 
water ballooned 400%—if it was even available to 
begin with—and shipping costs were up as much as 
380% thanks to port delays and container shortages. 
That's on top of rising prices for fuel and fertilizer, 
according to the survey.
Overall, the survey found, the cost to bring citrus to 
market was up nearly $1,000 per acre, or 19% since 
the pandemic began, according to CCM.
California citrus groves this year hold some 116,000 
bearing acres of navels and other varieties, and 26,000 
bearing acres of Valencias, according to data from 
the USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service. 
In 2019—the most recent year for which statewide 
numbers are available—California citrus growers 
produced 20.4 million cartons of Valencias and 84 
million cartons of navels and other varieties, according 
to the California Department of Food and Agriculture.
Navel season typically begins with early varieties 
coming off in mid-October; late-season navels should 
be ready around February, with harvest wrapping up 
in June. In 2020, Fisher said, harvest ran long.
"We were picking navels clear into August last year," 
Fisher said. "That's pretty abnormal, but all that fruit 
that was left on the tree negatively impacted the crop 
set for this year. There's blocks that are 50% off in 
terms of their volumes. The back end of our crop this 
year is going to be really, really light. The front end is 
going to be normal."
Valencia orange season typically runs March to Octo-
ber, and the 2021 edition was "interesting," Fisher said.
"The larger sizes—when I say larger, I'm talking 56 
and 72—we were really struggling to move," Fisher 
said. "The way that the Valencia market works is, you 
want the bigger fruit early to go export. The guys over-
seas like the larger-size fruit. Once you hit the Fourth 
of July, typically—domestically, anyway—they don't 
like bigger Valencias. It shifts more to a food-service 
market, and the food-service market likes smaller 
sizes," including the 88-, 113- and 138-count fruit.
Fisher noted demand for smaller Valencias rose as the 
end of the season approached.
"Prices really went up, which was good," he said. "It was 
helpful for us. If you had larger fruit on the tree, you 
didn't do as well. But if you had a smaller size structure, 
the tail end of the Valencia thing was pretty good."
As for this coming winter, Fisher said he's prepared 
for most anything. The emerging La Niña weather 
pattern could mean below-average rainfall in Cali-
fornia citrus country, he said.
"You're anticipating it to be colder and drier than an 
average year," Fisher said. "But the way that the weather 
patterns have been evolving, I'm not so sure you can 
put a lot of stock in what's been typical."
The late-October atmospheric river was "tremen-
dous," he said.
"The timing couldn't have been better," Fisher said. 
"We got largely about an inch of rain, which was 
exceptional for helping us with the size." On the other 
hand, "October has been cooler than most Octobers," 
he added. "We had that good rainstorm, good snow in 
the mountains. So, to be honest with you, I'm optimistic 
about it, but we're prepared for anything."

By Kevin Hecteman, Assistant Editor, Ag Alert

Reprinted with Permission from California Farm Bureau Federation
That fresh navel orange in the bowl on your countertop 
survived a hot, dry year to get there.
"It's been a very difficult summer," said Matt Fisher, a 
San Joaquin Valley citrus farmer with groves stretching 
from Orange Cove to south of Bakersfield. "It's one of 
those seasons where you're fighting every single day 
to make sure you have supply.
"And yet when you look up at this time of year and you 
actually see how well you did, and you see the lack of 
size in the fruit," he continued, "it's a pretty big deal 
that you realize how short you were."
Ryan Davis, president of Porterville Citrus in Terra 
Bella, said the growing season from his perspective 
has gone well, "though crop set is down 14%-15%."
"There's a large percentage of folks that are experiencing 
a tremendous amount of pressure, from pumps going 
down, in terms of wells going dry, and limitations to 
a lot of irrigation districts," Davis said.
All things considered, it's been a good year so far, 
Davis said.
"We experienced a pretty nice summer Valencia run 
in terms of FOB (freight on board), and movement on 
the last third increased to satisfactory levels," Davis 
said. "The startup to this navel season has got a pretty 
well-balanced, good feel to the market in terms of 
moving both grades and mid- to smaller size structure 
up to this point."
There are several factors in play, Fisher said, includ-
ing California's ongoing drought and triple-digit heat 
waves. Citrus growers, he noted, "make money with 
size, quality and volume"—and the heat topping 110 
degrees played its part in a negative way.
"When it's as hot as it's been, the trees just shut down, 
and they don't tend to grow with size. So even though 
we may have sourced water, was it the lack of water 
or the amount of heat?" Fisher said. "At the end of the 
day, what we have now is a small size structure in our 
crop, which is not good. We typically want larger sizes."
For navel oranges, the early varieties of which are just 
coming into season, the "money sizes" are 56-, 72- and 
88-count, Fisher said. The numbers reference the pieces 
of fruit needed to fill a standard carton.
Those prize 56s and 72s were fetching $27.95 per carton 
(for the 56s) and $25.95-$26.95 per carton (for the 72s) 
at the shipping point of Phoenix as of Nov. 4, according 
to the U.S. Department of Agriculture Agricultural 
Marketing Service. Smaller navels ranged $21.95-
$23.95 for the 88s and $18.95-$19.95 for the 138s.
So far this year, Fisher said, early navels are running 
small, with 88-, 113- and 138-count oranges predom-
inating.
"The navel crop, the first third of it's going to be quite 
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Jacob Villagomez Hired as Director 
of State Governmental Affairs

organization as we deal with significant concerns 
related to water, pest management, labor, and the 
overall cost of doing business in California. As a son 
of citrus farmers in the Sanger area, he has a vested 
interest in our success and a strong passion to bring 
positive change for the industry."
Jacob attended California State University, Fresno 
where he graduated Magna Cum Laude with a Bach-
elor of Arts in Political Science. He is also an alumnus 
of the Kenneth L. Maddy Institute's Legislative Schol-
ars program and a graduate of the Fresno County 
Farm Bureau's Future Advocates Concerned About 
Tomorrow (FAACT) program. 
About California Citrus Mutual (CCM)
CCM is a voluntary, non-profit trade association representing 
CA citrus growers on the economic, regulatory, and political 
issues that impact them most.

Press Release Provided by 
California Citrus Mutual
Ca l i for n ia  Cit r us 
Mutual (CCM) is proud 
to announce we have 
hired Jacob Villagomez 
as the new Director of 

State Governmental Affairs. He comes to us from 
the State Senate, where he previously served as the 
District Director for Senator Melissa Hurtado. 
In his new role, Jacob will advocate on behalf of Cali-
fornia's citrus growers in the State legislature and within 
administrative and regulatory agencies.
"I am extremely excited to add another talented 
member to the CCM team," stated President/CEO 
Casey Creamer. "Jacob's time as a legislative staffer 
will add valuable experience and perspective to the 

Jacob Villagomez, Director of 
State Governmental Affairs, CCM
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Mobile Meat Processing Aids Small Ranchers
By Ching Lee, Assistant Editor, Ag Alert

Reprinted with Permission from California Farm Bureau Federation
As someone who opened a new mobile slaughter 
operation in Sonoma County earlier this year, John 
Fagundes has answered a cry for help.
The former carpenter said he decided to start the 
business after seeing news stories last year about meat 
shortages and processing plants overwhelmed with 
ranchers needing to turn their livestock into meat 
they could sell.
"This wasn't even an idea pre-COVID," he said of 
his new business. "I did minimal market research, 
and I just said, 'Hey, there is a definite demand here, 
and somebody needs to do this.'"
Even though ranchers for years have raised flags 
about their struggles to get meat processed, it was 
the pandemic that brought urgency. Outbreaks of 
COVID-19 forced plant shutdowns at some of the 
nation's major meatpackers, leading to supply-chain 
disruptions and empty meat cases at grocery stores. 
People took notice.
With a cattle background and experience raising 
cow-calf pairs, Fagundes said it was always his dream 
to work in the cattle business—"I just never thought 
it was this."
Considering some of the past failed attempts to open 
new slaughter facilities in the state, Fagundes is already 
ahead of the game with how quickly he set up shop: 
He ordered the mobile unit in June 2020, it arrived 
in December, and he opened in March.
Meanwhile, a group of ranchers in the region last 

the pandemic has opened people's eyes to the chal-
lenges that ranchers face trying to get their animals 
slaughtered and processed, "but I don't think it's 
opened them wide enough."
Her proposed slaughterhouse in Carson City, Nevada, 
has been approved by the city planning commission. 
But a group opposed to the plant is appealing the deci-
sion, with a hearing set for later this month. "It's one 
of those not-in-my-backyard situations," Sinclair said.
She had tried for years to open a facility in California 
but could not find a suitable piece of property. She 
looked to Nevada in recent years, initially wanting 
to set up shop at an old dairy south of the current 
proposed location. She had faced similar opposition 
from some residents, and the county eventually rejected 
her plan. She said she's now trying to turn the dairy 
into an operating ranch as she works through her 
"legal battle in Carson City."
Stephen Hohenrieder, CEO and founder of Grounded 
Capital Partners in Marin County, which invests in 
food companies that can potentially influence how 
food is produced, said he thinks the catalyst for the 
current movement started before the pandemic as 
people began to put more value on food with attri-
butes of "authenticity, traceability, transparency and 
connections."
"I believe that people are reconnecting with the source 
of their food," he said.
He's supportive of producer efforts such as BAR-C, 
which he said will create not just a new avenue for 
ranchers to process their animals but a more resilient 
food system.
"The demand is there," he said. "The ranchers need 
it and want it, and the consumer wants it. It's just a 
matter of making it happen."

processing bottlenecks.
A case in point is the recent passage of Assembly Bill 
888, which California Farm Bureau sponsored. Signed 
into law in September, the legislation allows ranchers 
to use mobile operations that are exempt from federal 
inspections to slaughter any number of cattle, sheep, 
goats and swine on their farms. The meat is not for 
sale and can go only to the buyer of the animal.
For meat to enter commerce, the animal must be 
slaughtered at a plant or mobile operation that's 
federally inspected—such as the ones run by Fagun-
des and BAR-C.
With passage of AB 888, Dimock said he hopes there 
will be expansions of existing federally exempt mobile 
slaughter operations—or new ones started—to handle 
a potential surge in requests for such services when 
the law takes effect in January. But it may take two to 
three years "to see real impact," he added.
David Dewey, owner of Chico Locker and Sausage 
Co. and president of the California Association of 
Meat Processors, said the legislation came about when 
large retail chains and warehouses began running out 
of meat and more people turned to buying directly 
from farms. His business, which provides on-farm 
slaughter and processing, saw "big demand," he said.
With AB 888, instead of taking their livestock to the 
sale yard or feedlots, ranchers could sell directly to 
their customers and sidestep large packers, he said.
"It gives them another option for sale, and it's going 
to cause a little bit of competition for the animals," 
Dewey said. "Competition is always good."
Placer County rancher Karin Sinclair said she thinks 

year formed the Bay Area Ranchers Cooperative, 
or BAR-C, to raise money to start their own mobile 
slaughter operation. Their unit—parked on a ranch in 
west Marin County—was slated to open in May, but 
it ran into delays with equipment, federal inspections 
and power hookups. Co-op directors say they now 
expect to open in late November or early December.
BAR-C came in response to the loss of Marin Sun 
Farms, the North Bay's last federally inspected slaugh-
terhouse, which ended services last year to producers 
that don't sell to the company's labels. This left ranch-
ers in the region with fewer choices of where to take 
their animals, forcing them to drive long distances 
as they face increasing difficulty competing for slots 
at the slaughterhouse.
Their problem is far from unique. Consolidation has 
led to larger meatpackers and fewer of them left in 
the nation. But now the momentum for change has 
picked up, with legislators and policymakers hearing 
from everyday people, said Michael Dimock, president 
of the Oakland-based nonprofit Roots of Change.
"They've been hearing it from producers for years, 
but producers are such a minority in our country," he 
said. "Now we are hearing from the general public 
and the smaller producers, and the politicians are 
responding."
Dimock is the lead author of a recent study by the 
University of California, Davis, Food Systems Lab 
that examined the challenges and opportunities of 
meat processing in California. He said not only is 
government "pumping tons of money" to get more 
meat processing facilities started, but regulations also 
are beginning to change to alleviate some of the meat 
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Ask for the best with proven results! For expert advice  
on Enhance Humic Acid, talk to the experts at  

Western Nutrients Corporation. 

Basic Manufacturer | Locally Owned | Established in 1984 

Contact Western Nutrients Today!

We guarantee quality and the ability to ship the best products
in their class at competitive prices world wide.

Or consult one of our distributors: San Joaquin Nutrients

(661) 327-9604  |  (800) 542-6664 CA Only
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ASK FOR

FARMERS!

Western Nutrients Corporation is searching for a motivated, 
confident, and result driven Sales and Marketing Manager to assist 

in the advertising and selling of our company’s products.
Contact mark@westernnutrientscorp.com

WE ARE HIRING

Turkey Farmers Gauge Shifting 
Holiday Demand ation, said he thinks families will hold more traditional 

holiday gatherings this year, but they may not necessarily 
serve bigger birds, which had been trending down even 
before the pandemic. The most popular Thanksgiving 
turkey these days typically weighs 14 to 18 pounds, he 
said. Larger birds go to make lunch meat, ground turkey 
and other products.
Diestel warned that shoppers who wait to buy frozen 
turkeys at grocery stores the week of Thanksgiving may 
not find the size they want, unless they're looking for 
a bigger bird. That's because national companies this 
summer did not have enough labor to process turkeys 
ordered in smaller weight classes, and those turkeys 
grew larger.
"If you're really particular about the size of turkey that 
you want, you should probably get that situated sooner 
rather than later," Diestel said.
Due to inflation, fresh turkeys—which represent most of 
the state's production—will cost more this year, Mattos 
said, citing higher production costs, including for labor, 
fuel, feed and other materials.
California turkey farmers typically supply only about 
40% of the state market, Mattos noted, and "every year 
we sell almost all the product." State turkey production 
has declined in recent years as companies shift to more 
chickens, which are more profitable, he said.
"(Turkeys) take longer to raise," he said.
California ranks No. 8 in U.S. turkey production, with 8 
million birds in 2020, according to the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture. That's down from 8.5 million in 2019. 
U.S. production reached 224 million head in 2020, 
dropping 2% from 2019. Top producing states ahead of 
California are Minnesota, North Carolina, Arkansas, 
Indiana, Missouri, Virginia and Iowa.
The state is producing more organic, free-range and 
antibiotic-free turkeys, Mattos said, "because those are 
always popular in California." Most California turkeys 
are now antibiotic-free, he noted, a trend that started 
taking hold about 10 years ago and became more stan-
dard about five years ago.
"They won't even have to advertise it after a while 
because most companies are going to no antibiotics 
ever," Mattos said. Other states also are going that 
direction, he added.
With the cost of organic feed "significantly higher" this 

See TURKEY FARMERS on PAGE 18

By Ching Lee, Assistant Editor, Ag Alert

Reprinted with Permission from California Farm Bureau Federation
For turkey farmers, trying to anticipate what Americans' 
dinner table will look like this Thanksgiving remains 
a head-scratcher.
After COVID-19 scaled back holiday gatherings last 
year, farmers who raise the centerpiece of the meal had 
to take a gamble on how many and what type of bird 
cooks would want this season.
The shifting nature of the pandemic makes this difficult, 
said Heidi Diestel, who runs Diestel Family Ranch in 
Tuolumne County. That's because farmers, processors 
and retailers typically spend months planning.
"There's so many twists and turns," she said. "We just 
thought trying to project and predict the next step and the 
next buying patterns wasn't really going to be realistic."
Using numbers from 2020, Diestel said she corrected for 
panic buying, but maintained "a consistent number of 
birds and sizes," and then "let the chips fall because it's 
been so tumultuous over the last 18 months."
Last year's challenge was having to pivot quickly to 
serve more retail customers when sales to restaurants 
evaporated amid closures. This year, she said, uncer-
tainties of the pandemic remain. Add to that "layered 
repercussions of COVID," including a tight workforce, 
supply-chain issues and difficulty obtaining feed.
Bill Mattos, president of the California Poultry Feder-

Turkeys weighing about 28 pounds, such as these, typically go 
to further processing rather than being sold as whole birds for 
Thanksgiving (Sergey Kolesnikov / Shutterstock)

Reprinted with Permission from California Farm Bureau Federation

California Farm Bureau President Jamie Johansson 
applauded members of Congress for passing the Infra-
structure Investment and Jobs Act, hailing its crucial 
benefits for California’s agricultural communities. 

“We applaud Congress for passing this critical bill,” 
Johansson said. “This represents a once-in-a-generation 
opportunity to make the kind of investment we need 
to bring our rural infrastructure into the 21st century.” 

The legislation – H.R. 3684 – provides $550 billion in 
new spending on physical infrastructure over the next 
five years. That includes investing $110 billion in U.S. 
roads and bridges, $65 billion for broadband, $17.3 
billion for ports and inland waterways and more than 
$8 billion to repair and invest in water storage and 
conveyance projects for the drought-impacted West.

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce estimates that 

California would 
receive more than 

$45 billion in long-term funding.
“This will benefit California’s farmers and ranchers, 
who are counting on improvements to millions of miles 
of roadways and waterways to get food to America’s 
dinner tables and upgraded ports to ship products to 
international markets,” Johansson said. “Our rural 
communities can thrive with expanded broadband 
and feel protected due to investments in forests that 
reduce wildfire dangers. 
“And amid our searing drought, farmers can now 
look forward to long-needed improvements in water 
storage and conveyance systems. But we need to make 
sure those investments result in real infrastructure 
and are not bogged down in regulatory processes.”
The California Farm Bureau works to protect family 
farms and ranches on behalf of nearly 32,000 members 
statewide and as part of a nationwide network of nearly 
5.6 million Farm Bureau members.

California Farm Bureau Hails Critical 
Investments in Infrastructure
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By Jenny Holtermann, Executive Director, WAKC

Press Release Provided by Water Association of Kern County
The Water Association of Kern County was proud to 
present our Water Leaders of the Year & Water Legacy 
Awards at our 2021 WAKC Annual Meeting on 
Tuesday, November 9th at Seven Oaks Country Club.
Our members and guests gathered last week for our 
65th Annual Meeting. We were excited to come 
together and surprise our award recipients. Gene 
Lundquist, outgoing WAKC President, welcomed 
everyone to the Annual Meeting and introduced 
the evenings agenda. Guest Speaker, Charles Wilson 
spoke on the efforts by the Southern California 
Water Coalition.
WAKC elected new officers and board members as 
presented by Jason Giannelli, chair of the nominating 
committee. Scott Thayer, Castle & Cooke California, 
was elected as the President. Jason Giannelli, Kern 
County Farm Bureau, was elected as 1st Vice Presi-
dent. Stephanie Hearn, GEI Consultants, was elected 
2nd Vice President. Kristina Budak, Kern County 
Water Agency, was elected Treasurer. Dolores Salgado, 
IEC an Ardurra Company, was elected Secretary. 
WAKC will also be joined by new board members; 
Samuel Blue (City of Bakersfield), Dave Hampton 
(North Kern Water District), John Gaugel (Wonderful 
Orchards), Mike Ming (Alliance Ag Appraisals), and 
Vanessa Yap (Kern Tulare Water District).
Every year WAKC presents the Water Leader of the 
Year and the Water Legacy Awards at the Annual 
Meeting. The Water Leader of the Year award is 

presented to for significant contributions, leadership 
and integrity. This year, Tom McCarthy of the Kern 
County Water Agency presented the Water Leaders 
of the Year award to Martin & Jeanne Varga. Martin 
& Jeanne both are retiring this year after decades of 
service to Kern County water.

Jeanne is a past president of WAKC and served on 
the board for years. She worked in water education 
and public information for over 24 years for the Kern 
County Water Agency. Tom stated “She started 
the first formal water education outreach program, 
developed program curriculum, and worked with the 
Agency’s Water Education consultant to develop the 
new standards-based water education curriculum for 
the Agency. She really was a pioneer in water educa-
tion – before it was cool and everybody was doing it!”

Martin Varga also has over 24 years of service to the 
Kern County Water Agency and nearly a decade of 
water engineering experience prior to that. Martin 
oversaw multiple complex projects to further expand 
Kern County water. Tom added “He was responsi-
ble for feasibility, design, bidding, construction, and 
commissioning of over $90 million ID4 expansion of 
the Henry C. Garnet Water Purification Plant. His 
technical oversight and leadership on the project led 
to the successful completion of the project on time 
and on budget. Which is rare for a project of that 
size.” Martin & Jeanne were together awarded the 
Water Leaders of the Year, and we thank them for 
their dedication to Kern County water.

Scott Kuney, Young Wooldridge, next presented the 
Water Legacy Award to honor a recipient who spent 

Munn and Vargas Receive WAKC 
Awards at 65th Annual Meeting

their lives working in water issues, demonstrated 
leadership and long-term commitment to Kern 
County water. Kuney presented the Water Legacy 
award to Dana Munn. Dana recently retired earlier 
this year as General Manager of Shafter Wasco 
Irrigation District. Dana also served as Kern River 
Watermaster since 2014. Dana’s deep knowledge of 
the Kern River and water rights is vast and indis-
pensable. Kuney described Dana’s legacy with the 
key word build, “Dana was most energized at North 
Kern and Shafter- Wasco where he was able to 
build spreading ponds, canals & turnouts – this is 
where Dana’s creative water management really was 
able to shine! Finally, as Kern River Watermaster; 
Dana worked along- side the Army Corps to oversee 
the rebuild of two dams at Isabella Reservoir. But 
Dana’s great success as a Water Leader is built as a 

solid and strong foundation of honorable character.”
Dan, Dana’s son, was honored to receive the award 
on his father’s behalf and Dana zoomed into the 
award presentation from his home in Washing-
ton State.
The evening was a remarkable testament to the 
longevity of service in the amazing individuals 
that represent our Kern County water community.
The Water Association of Kern County is a non-profit 
organization designed to educate and inform Kern County 
citizens about water issues and events. Members consist 
of local water districts, agencies and affiliated groups and 
individuals. More information may be found at WAKC.com.
For more information, contact: Jenny Holtermann - 
Jenny@WAKC.com, 661-746-3300 or 661-477-8084

Scott Kuney, Young Wooldridge, presented the Water Legacy Award to Dana Munn, left. Tom McCarthy of the Kern County Water 
Agency presented the Water Leaders of the Year award to Martin & Jeanne Varga, right. (Water Association of Kern County)
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IMAGINE THIS AS YOUR OFFICE
Learn about becoming a Farm & Ranch Insurance Agent

https://an.insure/markmiletello

21-010-382845.V1.09.2021

American National is a group of companies writing a broad array of insurance products and services, comprised of American National 
Insurance Company, headquartered in Galveston, Texas, and its a�liates including American National Property And Casualty Company, 
Springfield, Missouri; Farm Family Casualty Insurance Company, Glenmont, New York; United Farm Family Insurance Company, 
Glenmont, New York; and American National Life Insurance Company of New York, Glenmont, New York. Not all companies are licensed 
in all states. In New York, business is conducted by the above companies with a home o�ce in Glenmont, New York. Each Company has 
financial responsibility only for the products and services it issues. Agents contracted with American National are independent 
contractors, not employees.

Press Release by Office of Assemblymember Rudy Salas
Assemblymember Rudy Salas (D-Bakersfield) 
joined Bakersfield City Councilmember Eric Arias 
and Chris Parlier, as well as AT&T and Jay Tamsi, 
President and CEO of the Kern County Hispanic 
Chamber of Commerce (KCHCC), to award a $3,000 
check to expand COVID-19 outreach, education, 
vaccinations, and to support local farmworkers and 
frontline workers. This investment, which was secured 
for the KCHCC Business Education Foundation, will 
support the organizations’ Latino COVID-19 Task 
Force and their Project Abuelita, which helps elderly, 
disabled or non-English speaking residents through 
the testing and vaccination process.
“I am pleased to have partnered with AT&T in 
recognizing our community partners that have been 
instrumental in getting information and vaccines out 
to our communities,” said Assemblymember Salas. 
“KCHCC Business Education Foundation mobilized 
during the pandemic when we needed them most. 
With increased support, we will be able to reach more 
of our seniors, farmworkers, and frontline workers to 
get them the help they need to stay healthy and safe.”
Assemblymember Salas and AT&T awarded KCHCC 
Business Education Foundation with this investment 
at Planz Park for the annual Trunk or Treat event. 
This investment was secured to support the incredible 
work of the KCHCC Business Education Foundation 
and their efforts creating the Latino COVID-19 Task 

AT&T & community partners awards 
$3,000 for expanding COVID-19 help to 
seniors, farmworkers & local businesses

Force, which was instrumental in reaching out to the 
Latino community and educating hard-to-reach 
groups about vaccinations, testing, PPE equipment 
and small business support.
“On behalf of the KCHCC Business Education 
Foundation, it is an honor to receive this $3,000 
check from Assemblymember Salas and AT&T,” said 
Jay Tamsi, President and CEO of KCHCC. “This 
investment will support our COVID-19 vaccination 
outreach, and bolster Project Abuelita and our mental 
help-line for our community.”
The Task Force had over 100 locations, tested over 
20,000 residents, and vaccinated over 25,000, 
including 3,000 farmworkers in all of Kern County, 
including rural areas like Lamont and Arvin.
Assemblymember Salas represents part of the City of Bakersfield, 
the cities of Arvin, Hanford, Corcoran, Delano, Lemoore, 
McFarland, Shafter, Wasco, and the communities of Armona, 
Avenal, Buttonwillow, Home Garden, Kettleman City, Lamont, 
Lost Hills, Stratford and Weedpatch

Assemblymember Rudy Salas presents KCHCC with a check for 
$3,000 (Kern County Hispanic Chamber of Commerce)

Salas Recognizes KCHCC Foundation 
for Vital Work During Pandemicyou the 82nd Annual Meeting via a video 

discussion. Stay tuned for a special 
delivery in your inbox on Wednesday, December 8.
Caring for Kern County
Kern County’s advocates and local leaders are 
pleased to present taxpayers with the 2021 Annual 
Report. KernTax Chairman of the Board, Kevin 
Burton will be presenting the following speakers:

Press Release Provided by Kern County Taxpayers Association
Times have changed and so have we! Kern County 
Taxpayers Association is pleased to conveniently bring 

Annual Report to Taxpayers 
Wednesday, December 8, 2021

Kern County Taxpayers Association 
82nd Annual Meeting

Michael Turnipseed
Executive Director, Kern County 
Taxpayers Association

It is Time to Update 
Bakersfield’s Outdated Charter
Bakersfield reincorporated on 
January 11, 1898. Nearly 17 
years later, the City Charter was 
approved by voters on November 
7, 1914, pre-World War I. Bakers-
field is not a small town of 3,500 
anymore, without radio, television, 
and the internet.

Barry Hibbard
Senior Vice President, ASU 
Commercial

Bakersfield’s Path to Success 
in Economic Development
With 30 years of experience work-
ing in economic development, Barry 
Hibbard will discuss what it takes 
to get investors into Bakersfield.

To be added to our meeting invitation 
list, please send us a message by 
visiting KernTaxpayers.org

Ryan Alsop
Chief Administrative Officer, 
County of Kern

Kern County Forward
Ryan Alsop will discuss the Coun-
ty’s strategic business plan and 
how it will be implemented over 
the next five years.

KERNTAXPAYERS.ORG
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We specialize in helping our clients
cut through the red tape of government!

Land Use Consulting
Government Relations & Public Affairs

We will help you with all of your Government Affairs needs.
From violation notices to advocating on issues

that impact your business.

Consulting-CommonSense.com  •  661.203.1838

THE GOVERNMENT
AFFAIRS EXPERTS.

Press Release by California Department of Water Resources
As part of a continuing effort to address drought 
impacts across the state, the Department of Water 
Resources (DWR) announced its fourth round of 
funding commitments through the Small Community 
Drought Relief program.
DWR and the State Water Resources Control Board 
worked together to identify 14 projects for funding 
in 10 counties: Tulare, Lake, Santa Cruz, Shasta, 
Sonoma, Humboldt, Santa Barbara, San Mateo, 
Yolo and Colusa. Of the 14 projects, about half will 
benefit disadvantaged communities and range from 
covering the cost of hauled water to constructing new 
wells and replacing leaky pipelines.
“As climate change further exacerbates dry conditions 
in California, it’s imperative that we take action now 
to strengthen drought resilience in our small and 
rural communities as we prepare for the possibility 
of a third dry year,” said Kris Tjernell, DWR Deputy 
Director of Integrated Watershed Management, 
“DWR and the State Water Resources Control 
Board will continue coordinating to identify projects 
for future phases of funding and provide support to 
our residents who need it most.”
“Directing funding to get safe and reliable water 
to those in need is not only a crucial answer to the 
many hardships this drought has caused, it goes a 
long way toward meeting our moral obligation that 
every Californian has a human right to water,” said 
Jonathan Bishop, Chief Deputy Director of the State 
Water Board.
Recipients of the $25 million in the fourth round 
include:
• Westhaven Community Services District: In 

Humboldt County, the Westhaven Community 
Services District is losing an average of 20 percent of 
its water supply due to a leaking distribution system 
which is being further stressed by the drought. The 
District will receive $4,120,833 to drill additional 
wells and replace the aging distribution system to 
minimize water loss.

• Sweetwater Springs Water District: Faced with 
an unreliable water tank and water system, the 

DWR Awards Another $25 Million in 
Drought Relief for Small Communities

Sweetwater Springs Water District of Sonoma 
County will be awarded $735,000 from the State. 
Funds will be used to rehabilitate the existing 
well and add a water storage tank to strengthen 
drought resiliency.

• Harbor View Mutual Water Company: In Lake 
County, the aging water storage tanks serving the 
Harbor View community are leaking significant 
amounts of water. As a solution, the State will 
provide $1,886,553 to replace the existing tanks 
with epoxy-lined steel water storage tanks.

• County of Colusa: Nearly 25 private domestic 
wells have gone dry or are running out of water in 
Colusa County. The County will receive $718,750 to 
cover the cost of 25 water tanks and bi-weekly water 
deliveries for up to 50 residents for about one year.

• Pixley Public Utility District: In Tulare County, 
the disadvantaged community of Pixley is dealing 
with small and leaky pipelines with no backup 
power source making them vulnerable to losing 
water during the current drought. In addition, 
the existing well casing has been compromised in 
several locations due to subsidence. The District 
will be awarded $1,896,677 to rehabilitate the 
existing well, install a backup generator, and replace 
leaking water mains.

• San Lorenzo Valley Water District: The State 
will award $3,203,856 to the San Lorenzo Water 
District to consolidate two water systems impacted 
by drought. The project includes the installation of 
nearly two miles of pipelines and a pump station 
to provide water to Bracken Brae (24 connections) 
and Forest Springs (128 connections) in Santa 
Cruz County.

• San Mateo Resource Conservation District: 
The community of Loma Mar is dealing with 
severe water loss due to leaking pipelines. The 
Conservation District will receive $2,095,442 to 
replace about three miles of aging pipelines. To 
strengthen drought resiliency, the old water plant 
will be upgraded by replacing the wet instrument 
station, filter station, pump station, and chemical 

feed station. A backup 
generator will also be 
installed for system 
resiliency.

Since its launch earlier 
this summer, the Small 
Community Drought 
Relief program has 
awarded over $65 
million total in funding 
to 37 projects in 16 
counties. In addition to 
the Small Community 
Drought Relief Program, 
DWR recently published 
the final guidelines for 
the Urban and Multi-
benefit Drought Relief 
Program. The program 
includes an additional 
$200 million in grant 
funding for urban 
water suppliers and 
multi-benefit drought 
relief projects to address 
hardships caused by 
drought.Fourth round of funding locations through the Small Community Drought Relief program (DWR)

Press Release Provided 
by AFIA

Nearly 50 industry professionals gathered in New Orle-
ans, La., in November to participate in the American 
Feed Industry Association’s (AFIA) annual Equipment 
Manufacturers Conference (EMC). Hosted by AFIA’s 
Equipment Manufacturers Committee, this year’s 
conference focused on two issues that are central to the 
business of animal food: food safety and biosecurity.
"The biggest message EMC attendees walked away 
with from this year’s conference was this: we can and 
must do better,” said Gary Huddleston, AFIA’s director 
of feed manufacturing and regulatory affairs. “By 
working together, feed manufacturers, equipment 
manufacturers along with facility design and build 
firms can do a better job improving their biosecurity 
and food safety programs, and as we heard last week, 
some of it starts with creating workplace cultures that 
prioritize these programs.”
The conference included sessions on how companies 
should consider the physical operations of their mills 
(i.e., their equipment designs and processes) and the 
value of their human capital – their employees – to 
achieving success in their food safety and biosecurity 
programs. It also offered attendees an opportunity to 
hear about the Washington political environment, an 
update on feed machinery standards coming out of the 
International Organization for Standardization and 
reflections for how this unique industry segment has 
changed over the years from recently retired Feed & 
Grain publisher Arlette Sambs.
Nineteen attendees participated in the annual golf 
tournament, which raises money in support of the EMC 
scholarship fund. Administered by the Institute for Feed 
Education and Research, this fund supports college 
students pursuing careers in the feed or grain sciences 
industries at six universities, including Kansas State, 
California State Polytechnic, North Carolina State, 

Northern Crops Institute, Iowa State and Auburn. 
This year, the combined funds raised from the golf 
tournament, raffle and EBM Manufacturing match 
raised a total of $4,000 for the fund, and the committee 
announced a seventh scholarship at West Virginia 
University in honor of Joel G. Newman, previous AFIA 
president and CEO, who retired from the association 
in December 2019.
“Since 2009, our EMC scholarship fund has grown 
and is now providing $3,000 scholarships annually at 
six academic institutions, supporting young industry 
professionals who will be the future of our workforce,” 
said Mike Schuster, of Laidig Systems, Inc. and current 
AFIA Board chair, in prepared remarks. “The AFIA 
Equipment Manufacturers Committee’s work has led 
to an informative, efficient, fund-building conference, 
and we are delighted today to add another scholarship 
at WVU in honor of Joel Newman, who spent his 
50-year career in the agriculture and food industries.” 

AFIA President & CEO Constance Cullman giving the "Inside 
Washington" update at the 2021 Equipment Manufacturers 
Conference (American Feed Industry Association)

Animal Food Equipment Sector Prepares 
for Emerging Safety 
Challenges
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Committed. Experienced. Trusted. 

KERN COUNTY
661.399.7360

FarmCreditWest.com

I DIDN’T HAVE TO BRING 
MY LENDER UP TO SPEED 
ON THE NUANCES OF MY 
FARM—WE GOT STRAIGHT 
TO WORK FINDING 

the right solution  
    for my business.

KELLI EVANS
Almond Farmer | Live Oak, CA

Farm Credit West Customer

We make it easy for farmers, ranchers and 
agribusiness to work with us, because supporting 
local agriculture is our DNA. Farm Credit West is 
part of the 104 year-old Farm Credit system–the 
largest provider of credit to American agriculture.  
Our legacy is rooted in our exclusive focus on 
agriculture, so you won’t spin your wheels 
explaining industry dynamics like crop cycles, 
alternating year yields or market forces. After all, 
we’ve been doing it for more than a century. 
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Farm, Ranch and Transitional Use Properties

When it is time to sell your farm there is only 1 decision! 
Pearson Realty a Tradition in Trust Since 1919

4900 California Ave 210B, 
Bakers
eld, CA 93309

www.pearsonrealty.com
KAMERON M. STEWART 
kstewart@pearsonrealty.com

661.809.1817

ROBB M. STEWART, AFM
rstewart@pearsonrealty.com

661.303.2930

CalBRE Lic.#000020875

WALNUTS $32,000±/AC
149.33±/acres, Lindmore ID and Wells, Productive Soils, 
Lindsay, CA
FARMLAND      PRICED REDUCED $17,000±/AC 
20± acres, Kern Delta Water Dist, Kern Island Utility water, south 
Bakersfield
LAND           PRICED REDUCED $2,125±/AC 
80± acres, poss bee-keeping, dry farming, mitigation, open 
space, recreation, or solar Buttonwillow Area, near Hwy 5
ALMONDS     PRICED REDUCED $26,000±/AC 
111.42± acres, 1 well, 1 domestic well and 3.14 AF Wheeler 
Ridge Maricopa WSD contract water, Grade 1 Excellent Soils
FARMLAND $21,500±/AC 
117.82± acres, located in Kings County WD/1 Well grade 1 - 
Excellent Soils, Hanford
ALMONDS SALE PENDING
152.17± acres, 1 well, 3.5AF Semi-Tropic WSD contract water, 
Young producing orchard, Productive soils

ALMONDS AND OPEN GROUND $28,724 ±/AC
156.56± acres, 1 well, 3.5AF Semi-Tropic WSD contract water, 
Young producing orchard, Open ground for new planting.
FARMLAND $13,000±/AC 
156.96± acres, Wasco Area, Semi-Tropic WSD non-contract 
water, 1 well, Productive soils, and Perfect for permanent crops.
DRYLAND       PRICED REDUCED $2,250±/AC 
160 acres, mostly grade 1 soils, Near Valley Acres
ALMONDS SALE PENDING 
959.54± acres, wells and Semi-Tropic WSD non contact service, 
Productive soils
ALMONDS AND FARMLAND $21,790±/AC 
995.11± acres, Wasco Area, Semi-Tropic WSD Contract and 
non-contract water, 5 wells, Productive Soils, and Almonds in 
full production.

For more information contact us at:
Daniel Palla / Grower Relations Manager
(661) 345-6613 / daniel@jssalmonds.com

www.jssalmonds.com

5600 Norris Road 
Bakersfield, CA 93308 

 (661) 328-5755

Our goal is to highlight the great work our
growers put into growing their almonds.

At JSS Almonds we work diligently to deliver
continuously competitive and profitable returns

to our growers.

POM Wonderful Pomegranate Fresh Arils 
Are Back with New Branding and Biggest 
Digital Marketing Campaign Ever

Press Release Provided by The Wonderful Company
POM Wonderful, the largest grower and producer 
of fresh pomegranates and pomegranate juice in the 
U.S., is kicking off the 2021 California pomegranate 
season with its largest digital marketing campaign 
ever to raise brand awareness and continue to drive 
category growth. Unveiled in the campaign is new 
branding for POM Wonderful Pomegranate Fresh 
Arils, the No. 1 aril brand in total sales, brand aware-
ness, and velocity in the U.S. 
Previously known as POM POMS, the new branding 
and packaging coupled with the digital campaign 
helps to reinforce the connection for consumers 
that POM Wonderful Pomegranate Fresh Arils are 
sourced straight from POM Wonderful pomegran-
ates, making it easy to enjoy pomegranate arils as 
a snack or to elevate a variety of dishes, especially 
during the holidays. 
The digital campaign, part of a multi-million-dollar 
marketing investment, includes >$1MM in new digi-
tal marketing. The efforts consist of two brand-new 
epicurean and antioxidant campaigns, highlighting 
POM Wonderful Pomegranate Fresh Arils as the 
easy way to enjoy pomegranates. With just a snap 
of a finger, getting antioxidants is easier than ever 
with POM Wonderful Pomegranate Fresh Arils. 
Through the “Insta-Antioxidants” digital campaign, 
a whole POM Wonderful pomegranate is harvested at 
peak freshness and quickly transformed into a POM 
Pomegranate Arils cup, then directly into a kitchen 
creation, showing the ease with which consumers 
can enjoy POM Pomegranate Arils. 
“We are thrilled to kick off our 2021 season with new 

New digital campaign kick-
starts pomegranate season by 
showcasing POM Wonderful 
Pomegranate Fresh Arils as “In-
sta-Antioxidants” to enjoy as a 
snack or as an Ingredient

branding supported by our biggest digital marketing 
campaign, showcasing the ease of enjoying antiox-
idants with POM Wonderful Pomegranate Fresh 
Arils,” said Stacey Anker, director of marketing, 
POM Wonderful. “With the holidays approaching, 
we hope to inspire consumers to use POM Arils in 
their holiday spreads to add the perfect pop of ruby-
red color and antioxidant goodness.” 
The POM Wonderful Pomegranate Fresh Arils 
epicurean campaign will focus on delicious recipes that 
include strong pomegranate flavors. From appetizers 
to desserts and cocktails, consumers will be inspired 
to use POM Wonderful Pomegranate Fresh Arils in 
their favorite dishes this holiday season. New recipes 
will be posted on the POM Wonderful social media 
accounts, as well as the POM Wonderful website. 
“As the No 1. arils brand sold nationwide, we are 
excited to see POM drive category growth and raise 
consumer awareness for snacking and epicurean uses 
of fresh pomegranates,” said Adam Cooper, senior vice 
president of marketing, The Wonderful Company. 
“With the “Insta-Antioxidant” campaign, we hope 
to showcase how quickly and easily consumers can 
enjoy pomegranate arils, while also benefiting from 
the antioxidant power of POM.” 
The campaign was created by The Wonderful Compa-
ny’s in-house creative team, Wonderful Agency, and 
includes digital advertisements on Facebook, Insta-
gram, Pinterest and Snapchat,”as well as shopper 
marketing, consumer public relations, new POS 
materials, and a November FSI.

POM Wonderful Pomegranate Fresh Arils (The Wonderful Company)

Ryan Fachin how many months out of the year he 
nutritionally supplements his bees. “On a year like 
this? Since we left oranges,” he said, referring to 
late spring when citrus is blooming, coming out 
to a whopping six months a year of supplemental 
feeding (from around May to around October). 
He also states that his “over summer honey flows 
diminished to practically nothing” even still as the 
bees struggle through having very little forage over 
the summer months.

There are many different beekeeping operation 
types and I only expect the diversity to grow as 
beekeeping seems to become more challenging. As 
we become more environmentally aware and start 
insourcing our agricultural products, small hives 
and operations will pop up more and their necessity 
in this area will provide a good bedrock for their 
business to flower. To become more bee friendly on 
your fields, take the time to plant and water cover-
crops to sustain bees more long term, and only spray 
pesticides at night to make sure to not kill all bees on 
the blooms. Check out Project Apis M. Seeds for Bees 
to get supplied with cover crop seeds for next year.

sends updates 
to an app and 

allows for immediate 
attention to any hive. 
UBees also advocates for 

farmers to join the “Bee Friendly” status by planting 
cover crops to feed bees through multiple bloom 
seasons and only spraying pesticides at night. Ubees, 
with a goal to decrease bee mortality, also offers help 
with applications for government programs designed 
to provide cover crop seeds to farmers.
Throughout all the interviews and discussions with 
business owners and my beekeeping professors, honey 
outputs seem to be lower and lower each year. I asked 

Central Valley

Continued from PAGE 1
Honeybee

Honeybee (Apis Mellifera) (Daniel Prudek / Shutterstock)
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While you 
grow, grow.

DON’T GROW IT ALONE

You have enough on your plate feeding 
the world without having to worry about 
marketing materials and great design 
that sells. Good thing you can partner 
with us. While you’re hard at work 
focusing on what you do best, we help 
grow your agribusiness and raise your 
brand awareness strategically.

Call 661 489 4444  Visit TheMarcomGroup.com

Logos  Branding  Websites  Social Media  Packaging  
Marketing  Advertising  Videos  Displays  Promo Items

Press Release by California Agricultural Irrigation Association
It was great to again hold the California Agricul-
tural Irrigation Association (CAIA) fall meeting in 
person—it has been a long time since the California 
irrigation community has had the opportunity to 
engage with each other face-to-face. The event took 
place on September 15-17 in Pismo Beach. Members 
and guests were updated on the issues affecting the 
irrigation market in our legislative branches and 
learned about the regulatory environment facing 
our members today. In addition, educational and 
technical sessions were provided during the event 

with a keynote 
panel discussion 

on “Cybersecurity and How It Affects the Ag 
Industry.” Thank you to those who were able to 
participate and to those that worked hard to make 
the event such a success.
CAIA’s next meeting will take place in conjunction 
with the 2022 World Ag Expo (February 8-10, 2022) 
in Tulare.  The CAIA World Ag Expo meeting/
dinner will be held on February 8 at the Edison 
Energy Education Center. Additional information 
regarding this event will be posted on the CAIA 
website, so continue to check the website for updates. 
Remember…CAIA members, irrigation industry 
representatives and other interested parties are all 
invited to attend.

California Agricultural Irrigation 
Association Update

Either Robert Duvall in The Godfather or Gene 
Hackman in Unforgiven.
IF you could have dinner with anyone, dead or 
alive, who would it be?
Queen Elizabeth II. She has witnessed fantastic 
changes in the world during her lifetime—from the 
bombing of London, a World War, advancements in 
communications and medicine to putting a man on 
the moon and many U.S. Presidents. And she always 
conducted her life with dignity and a sense of humor. 
If not available, then Sophia Loren.
IF you could make everyone watch a movie of your 
choosing, which would you want them to see?
Moonstruck. The original unedited version. A classic 
Italian love adventure and a very true lifestyle.
IF you could join a musician, dead or alive, on 
stage to sing along or play an instrument with, 
who would you choose and why?
Dean Martin. He was a great talent and always had 
so much fun showing it.
IF you could re-experience an awesome day in 
your life, what day would you choose and why?
The moment my son came out of the delivery room 
with a thumbs up, signifying that we had a child to 
carry on the name.
IF you had to choose one song to be the soundtrack 
of your year, what would it be?
“What a Wonderful World” as performed by Willie 
Nelson. Or “God Bless America” performed by 
Kate Smith.
IF you could own one horse, who/what would it 
be and why?
The first horse that I bred and raced so many years 
ago won her first race. Perhaps if she had finished last, 
I could have saved a lot of money chasing the brass 
ring. But the thoroughbred world has introduced 
me to many interesting people from world leaders, 
entrepreneurs, world-class athletics, to a wonderful 
array of lifelong friends. Beats kicking around dirt 
clods in Mettler.
IF you could have all your fingers back, would you 
still be as driven?
A digit is such a small part of the human makeup, 
never bothered my attitude.
IF you could give your younger self one piece of 
advice, what would it be?
Chew your words over before you speak.
IF you were another species in the animal kingdom, 
what would you be?
Cheetah.
IF you wrote an autobiography, what would be 
the title?
Learn to Take the High Road.
IF you had to eat the same thing every day for the 
rest of your days, what would you eat?
A homemade flour tortilla.
IF you could enhance one aspect of your intelligence, 
what part would you want to enhance?
A development of proper patience.
This article originally appeared on TheSnack.net and the 
original story can be found on TheSnack.net.

Donald Valpredo, Co-Founder, Country Sweet Produce

Sweet Potatoes (KarepaStock / Shutterstock)

By Jordan Okumura, 
Editor In Chief, The Snack

Reprinted with Permission From 
TheSnack.net

EL Don. This is how Donald Valpredo, the industry 
veteran and leader, is affectionately known by colleagues 
and friends. It gives an air of charm and also strength. 
I imagine no one messes with El Don. The company 
leader has, as the nickname implies, a long-standing 
legacy in fresh produce and farming that reaches far 
back into California’s 20th century. Donald co-founded 
Country Sweet Produce in Bakersfield, California, 
with his son, Michael Valpredo. Today, Country Sweet 
Produce is an exciting enterprise that grows, harvests, 
packs, and sells many seasonal organic and conventional 
fruits and vegetables.
Over the course of Donald’s life, he has always been 
involved in ag-related positions, exhibiting his unwav-
ering commitment to the industry. From President 
of Ridge Ginning Co., and Founding Partner and 
Owner of Kern Ridge Growers to positions that 
include Director of Western Growers, Director of Arvin 
Edison Water Storage District, and Director of Rancho 
Visitadores—Donald’s passion and impact run deep. 
With someone so driven, nimble, and competitive, it is 
no wonder he has also been involved in thoroughbred 
horse breeding and racing for many years; serving 
as a Commissioner of the California Horse Racing 
Board, President of California Thoroughbred Breeders 
Association, Director of Thoroughbred Owners of 
California, and a member of The Jockey Club of New 
York. With such a backstory to this industry legend, 
we had to know how he would answer our IF List! So, 
Donald gave it a whirl...
IF you could have been born in another century or 
decade, which would it be and why?
The 18th century, as I would have really liked to be one 
of those who helped develop our country’s Constitution.
IF you had to choose now, what would your last 
meal consist of?
Start off with a proper drink; usually, a barrel-aged 
Manhattan served up with a lemon twist. But, what 
really is important here is who you share the meal with. 
My wife, my three children, a nephew, and their spouses. 
The 10 of us at a roundtable enjoying a great Italian 
meal, great wine, and sharing wonderful memories.
IF you could have any actor play you in a movie, 
who would you want?

The If 
List
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VictoryFS.org 
(661) 912 - 0111

Become a 
Foster Parent

Because 
every child 
deserves 
Victory...

Outgoing Western Growers Chairman Ryan Talley 
passed the gavel to Keck during the Western Growers 
2021 Annual Meeting in San Diego. “I have been 
fortunate beyond words to serve my first two years 
in this position alongside Ryan Talley, who led us as 
Chairman through a historic pandemic with calm 
confidence and wise counsel,” Puglia said. “As the 
only person to serve two years as WG’s Chairman, 
Ryan has given far more time and effort for the greater 
good than could be anticipated. We are enormously 
grateful to him and to his family.”
Keck sat down for a Q&A to explain what he sees as 
the biggest issues he will face under his Chairmanship.
Where does the agriculture industry stand amid 
this difficult pandemic transition period?
We've been in this surreal spin cycle for going on 
two years. It’s nice to think we’re coming out of this 
malaise that we’re in. That’s our hope, but we’ve had 
these false starts plenty this past year, right? I refuse to 
accept this new normal as the new reality – no, it’s not. 
It’s still surreal and dystopic. It’s not our new normal. 
It’s messed up, and we are desperately needing to get 
out of it. That being said, the challenges we face are 
no less than what they’ve always been.
And what do you see as the top challenges?
Labor and water are neverending. They’ve always been 

Albert Keck is Elected New Western 
Growers Chairman of the Board

Press Release Provided by 
Western Growers
Albert P. Keck II, President 
of Hadley Date Gardens, 
Inc., will serve as the West-
ern Growers Chairman of 
the Board of Directors for 
a one-year term.
Keck, a third-generation 
Californian and farmer, 

is a lifelong native of the Coachella Valley. He is 
Chairman of the California Date Administrative 
Committee and the California Date Commission. He 
was elected to the Western Growers board in 2015, 
and previously served as Senior Vice Chairman.
“Our industry is grappling with issues and challenges 
more daunting than ever, and it seems the perfect time 
for a happy warrior to step into the role of Chairman 
of the Western Growers Board of Directors,” said 
Western Growers President and CEO Dave Puglia. 
“Albert Keck is indeed a happy warrior, always 
looking to get after the toughest industry issues with 
a limitless supply of creative energy and imagination. 
I look forward to working with him to press forward 
against, or around, the obstacles confronting our 
members.”

Albert P. Keck, President of Hadley 
Date Gardens, Inc.

there. It’s bad because it seems like they are becoming 
white noise. It’s like, what’s new in the last 20 years? 
Labor and water are always going to be some of the 
most important issues that we’re grappling with. But 
coming out of this COVID time in our country, what 
we’re really starting to see is real threats to our supply 
and distribution channels. We're starting to realize 
how vulnerable we all are in our industry and our 
individual businesses.
How can we translate this problem to a 
wider audience?
I think we have a good story to tell, and I think people 
are becoming much more aware of the essentials 
in their lives. I think we’re supplying them with an 
essential need in food, and I think there is a huge 
opportunity there that is going to elevate our message 
that we matter. We are a key part of everyone’s lives, 

and there are a lot of vulnerabilities in the supply chain 
that can affect everyone here in our country. There’s 
going to be some interesting things that come from 
that, and that may be a shifting of our awareness as 
a society and as a culture. I think Western Growers 
is in a good position to capitalize on that.
Besides Keck, the other newly-installed members of 
the 2022 Western Growers Executive Committee are: 
Western Growers CEO and President Dave Puglia; 
Senior Vice Chairman Stuart Woolf, President and 
CEO of Woolf Farming & Processing; Vice Chairman 
Rob Yraceburu, President of Wonderful Orchards; 
Treasurer Neill Callis, General Manager of Turlock 
Fruit Company; Executive Secretary Don Cameron, 
Vice President of Terranova Ranch; Talley, in his 
role as Past Chairman, and Ron Ratto, President of 
Ratto Bros. in his role as Past Chairman.

“In an industry forced to shoulder the crushing 
weight of poorly designed regulations, perpetual 
labor shortages and water supply insecurity, innovation 
is essential,” said Western Growers President and 
CEO Dave Puglia. “3Bar Biologics embodies the 
entrepreneurial spirit that will help our farmers 
overcome these challenges and continue to feed the 
world.”
"The AgSharks Competition continues to bring 
together leading growers and entrepreneurs in the 
space," said Aaron Rudberg, Managing Director and 
COO, S2G Ventures. "We're thrilled to have selected 
3Bar Biologics at this year's competition. The biologics 
market is rapidly growing, but struggles with issues of 
efficacy and stability and 3Bar's innovative solution 
is poised to solve many of these challenges. We are 
excited about investing in Bruce and his team and 
being their partner in their growth."
"We are so excited to win this year’s AgSharks among 
such an outstanding group of agtech startups,” 
said 3Bar Biologics CEO Bruce Caldwell. “The 

Press Release Provided by Western Growers

3Bar Biologics walked away from Western Growers/
S2G Ventures' AgSharks® Competition with a 
$250,000 equity investment offer to take its microbe 
technology from development to market. The seed 
funding was awarded by S2G Ventures after 3Bar 
Biologics competed against four other companies 
inventing new technology solutions to solve agriculture’s 
most pressing issues.

In addition to investment capital, 3Bar Biologics will 
receive international recognition, mentoring from WG 
and S2G, potential access to farm acreage to pilot 
their technologies and exposure to WG’s expansive 
network of leading fresh produce companies.

3Bar Biologics is the global leader in customized 
technologies and bio-manufacturing solutions for 
living agricultural microbe products.

access at this 
conference 
to industry 

leaders, venture capitalists, and western produce 
growers has been exceptional. Our business is all about 
partnerships, and this event is helping us to expand our 
network and increase our impact on agriculture and 
the world. I would like to thank Western Growers and 
S2G Ventures for putting on such a high impact event."
During the competition, the agtech startups pitched 
to six expert judges and a live audience where they 
were evaluated on the strength of their solution and 
potential to scale, among other assessment categories. 
The panel of judges, which was comprised of venture 
capitalists and leaders in the agricultural industry, 
provided feedback to each startup and advanced 3Bar 
Biologics to earn the investment offer.
The judges’ panel was:
• Alexandra Allen, Compliance Counsel, Main 

Street Produce, Inc.
• Audre Kapacinskas, Vice President, S2G Ventures
• Frank Maconachy, President and CEO, Ramsay 

Highlander, Inc.

3Bar Biologics Wins AgSharks Competition, 
Earns $250,000

• Dominic Muzzi Jr., CEO/COO, Muzzi Family 
Farms, LLC

• Cristina Rohr, Principal, S2G Ventures
• Aaron Rudberg, Managing Director and COO, 

S2G Ventures
The AgSharks competition was hosted by Stuart Woolf, 
President and CEO of Woolf Farming & Processing, 
and held during the Western Growers 2021 Annual 
Meeting at the Fairmont Grand Del Mar in San 
Diego. The audience members were encouraged to 
try to sway the judges' decision by asking questions and 
voting via mobile app Slido to "buy, try or deny" each 
of the finalists' technologies after their presentation; 
Naïo Technologies was the audience winner.
AgSharks premiered in 2017 with the goal of supporting 
game-changing startups and technologies, and since its 
inception, three agtech starts ups – Hazel Technologies, 
AgVoice and Burro – have received a total of $2.5 
million in investment offers from S2G Ventures. More 
than 100 applicants applied for the AgSharks event 
in 2021.
The pitch competition is the latest WG effort to identify 
key innovations in the fresh produce industry and 
support agtech startups in bringing their technology 
to market. Previous efforts include opening an 
agtech incubator — the WG Center for Innovation 
& Technology — in December 2015, and earlier this 
year launching the AgTechX Ed initiative, which 
provides middle school to post-graduate educational 
opportunities in agtech.

AgSharks Winners and Judges (Western Growers)
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PROPERTY FEATURES

Location: Good location in East Tehachapi, good access to 
wind farms

Acreage: Six Parcels Totaling 747.01 +/- Acres

Sale Price: Call Broker for Details

Kevin Palla, AFM • 661.333.1000 
kevin.palla@paccra.com • Associate Director 

Land Advisory Group • Lic. 01514403
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implementing long 
range programs to 

improve quality, timeliness of completion and cost 
efficiency of production and fabrication. Employee 
development, cross training and general risk manage-
ment activities will be part of his focus also. “Over 
the 16 years that Justin has been with Mazzei, the 
company has matured and grown, and Justin has 
helped immensely in that progression,” stated Geoff 
Whynot, President of Mazzei.
Prior to joining Mazzei, Justin worked in the general 
construction contracting business and for multiple 
water related companies. He received his Bachelor 
of Science in Geology with a concentration in 
Environmental Policy from Princeton University 
and is currently working on a Master of Business 
Administration degree from California State 
University, Bakersfield.
For additional information, contact Mazzei Injector 
Company, LLC, at 661.363.6500 or visit Mazzei.net.

Mazzei Names Justin Bennett VP of 
Engineering and Operations

Press Release Provided by 
Mazzei Injector Company
Mazzei Injector Company 
is pleased to announce 
that Justin Bennett has 
been promoted to Vice 
President of Engineering 
and Operations. Justin 
began his journey with 
Mazzei in January 2005 
and has performed in 

several key roles during his tenure. Since 2013 he has 
served as Director of Engineering and Development 
overseeing Mazzei’s production and design efforts. In 
addition, he coordinated with the sales and research 
and development teams on new product development 
and on optimization of existing Mazzei products.
In this new role, Justin will be developing and 

Justin Bennett, Vice President of 
Engineering and Operations

"Instead of cleaning up once a year, I cleaned out 
three times in a row here, and that takes manpower 
and labor and everything to clean out, wash down," 
he said. "(The houses) sat empty with no bird on the 
farm for three months."

Mitchell said the antibiotic-free program began with 
just some hens, but now all hens are in the program 
because it's more efficient to consolidate the birds' 
diets. The program has become more standard in the 
business because that's what retail and food-service 
customers want, he noted.

He said the state produces fewer turkeys now because 

the dynamics of the business have changed. There 
were "a couple of good years," but with competi-
tion from other meats and plant-based options, plus 
higher feed prices, the last 12 to 13 years have been 
a struggle, he added.

Tom Fry, a poultry producer in Madera County who 
grows for Fresno County-based Pitman Farms, said 
turkey production in California has been waning 
because "it's almost easier to grow them out of state," 
closer to where feed crops are produced.

"It's very expensive to try to bring in that much food 
for turkeys," he said.

A longtime turkey farmer, Fry has switched to grow-
ing chickens for Pitman because of rising demand for 
that product. As a contract grower, he's paid only for 
when he has birds, and with turkeys, he was getting 
just one flock a year from the company. Another 
incentive for raising chickens, he said, is he can use 
their manure as fertilizer on his tree crops.
This season, however, he did convert one of his 
houses back to turkey production to grow for Pitman's 
organic turkey line. The 8-week-old birds arrived in 
mid-September and left his farm last week at about 
14 to 15 pounds. They will be marketed as Thanks-
giving turkeys.

year, Diestel said the farm 
reduced its production of 
organic turkeys because 
"they're so expensive to 
grow."

Sacramento County farmer Ken Mitchell, who grows 
turkeys for Livingston-based Foster Farms, said he 
experienced his worst production year ever, with 
bird losses on all three blocks of his farm. Because 
the birds are for the company's "no antibiotics ever" 
program, he said there was not much he could do to 
treat infections such as mycoplasma other than to 
liquidate the houses to control transmission.

Turkey

Continued from PAGE 9
Farmers

interested in visiting farms and ranches. 
There is nothing quite like picking your 

own apple or hunting for the perfect pumpkin and 
meeting the farmer who put the time and effort into 
growing that crop,” said Daniel Meloy, executive 
director of the Foundation. “We think the American 
Farm Trail app will be a great opportunity for farmers 
and ranchers to bring curious consumers to their 
farms and for those consumers to connect in-person 
to where their food comes from.”
Resources are available to farmers interested in listing 
their farm on the app, including a video overview 
of the app and a how-to guide for filling out the 
attraction listing information.
The American Farm Bureau Foundation for Agri-
culture aims to build awareness, understanding, and 
a positive public perception of agriculture through 
education by offering learning opportunities, educa-
tional resources, and a selection of accurate books 
about agriculture. Learn more at AgFoundation.org.

Press Release Provided by American Farm Bureau Foundation
The American Farm Bureau Foundation for Agricul-
ture is looking for orchards, pumpkin patches, corn 
mazes and more to showcase on a new app dedicated 
to connecting consumers with agritourism venues.
The American Farm Trail app, created by the 
Foundation and sponsored by Corteva, allows farmers, 
ranchers and farm attraction managers to sign up 
for free to showcase their agritourism venues. Farms 
and attractions can create a profile promoting their 
business, history, available products and more.
Consumers using the app will be able to connect 
directly with local farms by searching area, type of 
attraction, or products for sale. The Foundation plans 
to launch the app in the spring of 2022.
“The Foundation is ecstatic to offer this new resource 
to help connect agritourism businesses to consumers 

New Promotional Opportunity for 
Agritourism Venues
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Abraham, David, and so many 
others. God has again decided 
a shepherd should be the first to 

know the good news. This time the good news is 
of Jesus’ birth. And we’ve heard it discussed why 
Jesus was born in Bethlehem, hometown of King 
David himself and how the Christ’s humble birth 
was foretold in Malachi. We know the shepherds 
brought the news the angel told them of newly born 
messiah, but what is seldom talked about is the sheep 
those shepherds left behind. They left—not to find 
the one lost sheep who had wandered off—but to join 
in heralding the lamb who had come to redeem all 
the lost of the world. 
“And they went with haste and found Mary and 
Joseph, and the baby lying in a manger. And when 
they saw it, they made known the saying that had 
been told them concerning this child. 18 And all who 
heard it wondered at what the shepherds told them. But 
Mary treasured up all these things, pondering them 
in her heart. And the shepherds returned, glorifying 
and praising God for all they had heard and seen, as 
it had been told them.” (English Standard Version 
Bible, 2001, Luke. 2:16-20)
According to an article written by Bryce Hamond, 
he suggests that the sheep being watched over by 

The Shepherd’s Sheep
By Joshua Stevens 
Faith Contributor, Valley Ag Voice

We hear the story every Christmas. “’Tis the reason 
for the season,” people will say while setting up their 
nativity scenes in their front yards or in their homes, 
but what if there was something more to the story? Not 
something that changes the story in any significant 
way but adds a small amount of depth to a story 
already teeming with promises past and hope’s future. 
We start in the Gospel of Luke: “And in the same 
region there were shepherds out in the field, keeping 
watch over their flock by night. And an angel of the 
Lord appeared to them, and the glory of the Lord 
shone around them, and they were filled with great 
fear.” This angel would go on to tell the shepherds in 
verses 11 & 12: “‘For unto you is born this day in the 
city of David a Savior, who is Christ the Lord. And this 
will be a sign for you: you will find a baby wrapped 
in swaddling cloths and lying in a manger.’” (English 
Standard Version Bible, 2001, Luke. 2:8-9, 11-12)
The story from here is familiar, shepherds were used 
by God just as He had used them in the past with 

the shepherds in Luke 2 may have been watching 
over temple sheep, which would go on to be used as 
sacrifices in Jerusalem (Hamond, 2009).This may 
or may not be true, however let us for a moment 
entertain the possibility that the same shepherds 
who were watching over sacrificial sheep went on 
to be some of the first to not only greet the baby 
Jesus but to be some of the first to announce that 
the Messiah was born. 
It seems equally curious and fitting that the Lamb 
of God would not only be heralded by shepherds but 
also to be heralded by those shepherds who oversaw 
the temple sacrifice. Hebrews 9:12 says, “he [Christ] 
entered once for all into the holy places, not by means 
of the blood of goats and calves but by means of his 
own blood, thus securing an eternal redemption.” 
(English Standard Version Bible, 2001, Heb. 9:12)
The Christmas story we know remains the same, but 
now when we think of those shepherds greeting our 
newly born Savior, we can find another reminder that 
from the Messiah’s first breath He willingly gave His 
life so that we may find reconciliation through Him, 
or as Paul says in Romans 5:8-9, “but God shows his 
love for us in that while we were still sinners, Christ 
died for us. Since, therefore, we have now been justified 
by his blood, much more shall we be saved by him 

Shepherd caring for a lamb (Spetenfia / Shutterstock)

from the wrath of God.” (English Standard Version 
Bible, 2001, Rom. 5:8-9)
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The Christmas 
Spirit
By Andrea 
Compagnoni Wright 
Faith Contributor, 
Valley Ag Voice

The Christmas spirit 
seems to come from our 

Christmas beliefs and traditions when we celebrate 
love and goodwill to mankind. The true Christmas 
spirit of simple pleasures is of family and friends. The 
holiday celebration also provides us with expressions 
of appreciation and gratitude.
The traditional devotion of Christmas is to praise 
one of the most remarkable miracles found in the 
Bible, the birth of the Christ-child Jesus, the Son of 
God. The name Christmas comes from the Mass of 
Christ. The Christ-child, Jesus, is a symbol of love, 
light, hope, and peace. Christmas time is the festivity 
of God's ultimate gift: His son Jesus. “For God so 
loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, 
that whoever believes in Him should not perish but 
have everlasting life” (John 3:16, NKJV).
Jesus' birth, known as the nativity, is described in 
both Luke and Matthew in the New Testament. 
Both accounts describe the events in a comprehensive 
manner and show the fulfillment of Old Testament 
prophecies. (Numbers 24: 17-19, Isaiah 7:14, Isaiah 
60:3 & 6, Jeremiah 31:15, Hosea 11:1 and Micah 5:2)
Joseph and Mary traveled to Bethlehem due to the 
census. When they arrived, the town was filled with 
many people. The only place they could find to stay 
was a stable where the animals slept. They did not 

realize how appropriate this place was, as Jesus is 
“The Lamb of God who takes away the sins of the 
world” (John 1:29, NKJV). Where else would a lamb 
be born at that time but in a stable?
The Gospel of Luke continues to state: “Now there 
were in the same country shepherds living out in the 
fields, keeping watch over their flock by night. And 
behold, an angel of the Lord stood before them, and 
the glory of the Lord shone around them, and they 
were greatly afraid. Then the angel said to them, ‘Do 
not be afraid, for behold, I bring you good tidings of 
great joy which will be to all people. For there is born 
to you this day in the city of David a Savior, who is 
Christ the Lord. And this will be the sign to you: You 
will find a Babe wrapped in swaddling cloths, lying 
in a manger’” (Luke 2:8-12, NKJV).
In Matthew, chapter 2, we learn that the Star of 
Bethlehem marked the way for those wise men who 
were looking for the special child. These men were 

from the East, probably from the area around Iran, 
and they saw the star in the night sky that marked the 
birth of a new king. They came to worship the new 
king bringing gifts.

Symbols at Christmas
The Christmas Poinsettia
The Christmas plant has a spiritual story behind 
it. It is known as the “Flower of the Holy Night.” 
Poinsettias can be seen in churches everywhere during 
the holiday season. The shape of the poinsettia flower 
is sometimes thought of as a symbol of the Star of 
Bethlehem, which led the wise men to Jesus. The 
red-colored flowered leaves symbolize the blood 
of Christ and the white-colored flowered leaves 
represent His purity.
The Candy Cane
The J-shaped candy cane is for Jesus. The red stripe 
represents the sacrifice of Christ, and the white stripe 
is the symbol of purity. The peppermint flavor in 

Live reenactment of the Christmas nativity (Anneka / Shutterstock)

the Old Testament is listed as an herb for cleansing.
The Christmas Tree
Some say the Christmas tree represents Jesus and the 
light he brings to the world. The star placed on the 
top of the tree represents the “Star of Bethlehem.” 
Putting ornaments on the tree is dated back to the 
16th-century where Europeans would decorate their 
trees with apples to symbolize the story of Adam 
and Eve.
“Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, 
goodwill towards men” (Luke 2:14, NKJV). The 
celebration of love is one of the true meanings of 
Christmas and therefore, we should show kindness to 
others and pass on the Christmas spirit. It is our time 
of showing God’s unlimited love for us and a time 
of healing. The Christian example is for the Spirit 
of Christ to live in us throughout the year. We are 
what makes Christmas what it is. Many aspects make 
up the Spirit of Christmas: giving, understanding, 
compassion, and reflecting the gift of love that our 
Savior has given to us. May you share the Spirit 
of Christmas with your families, friends, farmers, 
ranchers, and neighbors.
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NEW 2021 GMC Sierra 3500 - Chassis Bed
• Convenience Package
• 6.6L V8, Gas
• Trailering Package

AS LOW AS:
1 at this net price
ID# C21101$46,013

SAVE up to $3,650
from MSRP!

Dealer Retail Price:
Fleet Discount:
Business Choice:
ABC:
*Needs GMC Fleet Account.
***Must be current ABC Member.

-
-
-

$
$
$
$

49,663
1,900

750
1,000

NEW 2021 GMC Sierra 3500 - Chassis Cab
• 4WD
• Convenience Package
• 6.6L V8, Gas

AS LOW AS:
1 at this net price
ID# C21133$50,878

SAVE up to $4,750
from MSRP!

Dealer Retail Price:
Fleet Discount:
Business Choice:
ABC:
*Needs GMC Fleet Account.
***Must be current ABC Member.

-
-
-

$
$
$
$

55,628
3,000

750
1,000

USED 2019 Ford F-350SD - Crew Cab
• 10’ Flat Bed
• Fully Serviced
• 6.7 Diesel

1 at this net price ID# M581376

SALES
PRICE: $56,628
USED 2020 Chevrolet Silverado 2500 - Utility

• Harbor 8’ Service Body
• Alloy Wheels
• 6L V8 RWD
• Silver Rack, 520 Miles

1 at this net price ID# PC585136

SALES
PRICE: $53,980
USED 2019 Chevrolet Express 2500

• 6 Speed Automatic, RWD
• 6.0L V8, Flexfuel
• Carfax One Owner

1 at this net price ID# PC585693

SALES
PRICE: $43,508

COMMERCIAL TRUCKS HEAVY DUTY VEHICLES

1# CALIFORNIA’S LARGEST
 VOLUME  DEALER

NEW & USED TRUCKS!

LET MOTOR CITY HAVE A
CUSTOM BED INSTALLED

ON YOUR TRUCK CHASSIS
BY ANY OF THE FOLLOWING UPFITTERS: 

Farm Bureau Member?
Call us for Special Pricing

(833) 706-0677

Section 179
Tax Deduction for Businesses:

For 2021 you can deduct the FULL PURCHASE PRICE 
from your qualifying equipment purchase!
Both new and used equipment qualify.

All ad prices exclude government taxes, any dealer document preparation charge, and any emission testing charge. Offer expires 12/31/2021

3101 Pacheco Road || (833) 706-0676 || www.MotorCityGMC.com


